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President’s Message
by Robin Wolfe

W

elcome to the 2013 CAEA
conference. I would like to thank you all for
attending. I am excited that the attendance
is strong this year, despite cutbacks in finances at schools and businesses. I cannot
thank my associates on the CAEA representative board enough for all of the hard work
they have put into making this conference
a success. Please be aware that our conference is completely run by volunteers on
volunteer hours. When you see a presenter
or CAEA staff member at the registration
desk please be sure to thank them for the

time that they are putting in to make your
time here a success. I hope you enjoy the
wonderfully enriching and diverse workshops that the presenters are offering this
year. These educators are kind enough to
bring their experience and supplies to share
with you, be sure to share your insights
with them as well. I hope to meet each of
you and that you find your time here in
Breckenridge rewarding and like a home
away from home. I know that you are all my
ART family; I can't wait to spend this time
with you each year.
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North Central: Carlos Meikel Fort. Collins, CO 2012-2014

cmeikel@psdschools.org

North East:

Christina Martinez Holyoke, CO 2013-2015
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abeth127@yahoo.com

East Central:

Jane Thomas Colorado Springs, CO 2013-2015 jthomas@cmsd12.org
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Elementary 2013-15

Tara Papas

taranpappas@yahoo.com

Middle School 2012-14

Aaryn Novy

aaryn75@gmail.com

South East:

Gidget Burbacher Trinidad, CO 2013-2015
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Sarah Magley

saramagley@yahoo.com
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High School 2013-15

Mary Kate McDonald

mkmcdonald22@gmail.com

Private/Ind/Charter 2012-14

Tiffany Holbrook

Tiffer_1122@yahoo.com

Private/Ind/Charter 2013-15

Jesse Diaz

jdiaz6@me.com

Commercial 2013-15
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sophia@stoneleafpottery.com
medcellan@mac.com
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Elizabeth Buhr

contact@elizabethbuhr.com
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CAEA TASK FORCE CHAIRS & PUBLICATIONS
Vanessa Hayes-Quintana
Collage Editor 2011-2013
sayhayes@mac.com

Linda Schmale
Spring conference 2012-2014
lgschmale@msn.com

Rachel Delaney
Advocacy & Public Relations 2011-2013
rdelane3@mscd.edu

Rosemary Reinhart
Collage Copy Editor 2011-2013
rsrhart@gmail.com

Lisa Adams
Spring Conference 2012-2014
ladams7@cherrycreekschools.org

Pam Starck
Scholastics 2011-2014
TPLBStarck@aol.com

Elizabeth Mahler Licence
Collage Design 2013
elicence@comcast.net

Jody Chapel
Arts Liaison
jchapel@ecentral.com

Tiffany Holbrook
Facebook 2012-2014
Tiffer_1122@yahoo.com

Justine Sawyer
Youth Arts Month 2013
rdelane3@mscd.edu

Leisa Austin
Arts Liaison
lcaustin@jeffco.k12.co.us

Michael Cellan
Web Master 2011-2013
CAEA Exhibit Chair 2012-2014
medcellan@mac.com

gbrubacher3@gmail.com

South Central: Abbie Mahlin Norwood, CO 2012-2014

amahlin@npsmaus.com

South West:

Dawn Alexander Ignacio, CO 2013-2015

scarlettdawn66@gmail.com

West Central:

Ben Quinn Meeker, CO 2012-2014

bennyquinn@hotmail.com

Thank you to the
Laguna Clay
Company,
Manufacturer of
Pacifica Wheels,
for the generous
donation of one
GT-400 Pacifica
Wheel to a
winning CAEA
Member's School!
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Colorado Art Education Association
2013 Award Recipients

Colorado Art Educator of the Year
Elizabeth Buhr
Elizabeth Buhr has taught art in the state of Colorado since 1996, currently sharing her talents with the Normandy Elementary community in Denver Public Schools (DPS). As an art educator, Elizabeth Buhr has proved to be
a teacher who always goes above and beyond what is expected to make certain every student is positively connected
and exposed to a variety of art and artists. Liz works to develop and implement a visual arts curriculum that supports
district, state, and national standards. Having stepped into the role of Jefferson County Visual Arts Coordinator for the
past two years, Liz has taken her work to even higher levels, allowing her above-and-beyond work ethic to immediately
spread from her art room to schools throughout the district.
According to Laurie Counterman, “Liz has proven to be an active, visible, approachable, involved, dynamic
representative and crusader for the arts. Liz has supported and encouraged art educators on a variety of levels to use
their knowledge to creatively problem solve in a variety of situations. Liz promotes collaborative work among educators and encourages art educators to be active and involved in art and education beyond the art room. There have
been numerous opportunities for professional development in a variety of settings and on a variety of topics.”
Ms. Buhr’s extensive knowledge of best practices and curriculum, standards, 21st century skills, and studio
thinking have empowered her to proactively lead Jeffco’s Art Department during a time of transition and utmost importance. She has done a great job communicating the changes that have come about with the Common Core and
has worked countless hours to make certain the Jeffco Visual Arts Curriculum Alignment Project is current and completely aligned to meet all requirements. Her understanding and implementation of technology has proven to be yet
another asset. All art resources are immediately available via the latest technology platform Jeffco supports.
Brenda Jones concurs, “She has the rare ability to combine both professional knowledge and insight with a
sincere care and concern for each of us as art teachers in the district ranging from preschool to high school levels. I
have worked in the past with arts administrators who have focused solely on interpersonal relationships or solely on
content without addressing the personalities and needs of teachers. Liz does both with grace and intelligence which
makes her extremely effective.”
Although Liz has decided to return to the regular classroom this year, stepping down from her position as
Visual Arts Coordinator, Leisa Austin concludes, “Liz is a caring and understanding leader of over 150 art teachers in
the district. If any question or problem arises, if you contact Liz, she is on it immediately. Her prompt responses to
even the smallest questions have made teachers feel supported and loved. This is so important right now with all
the pressure put on teachers to know and be able to do everything. It’s nice to have someone so knowledgeable and
articulate in your corner as unconventional support. I will be sad to see her step down, because the footprints she
has left are HUGE and will be difficult to fill.”
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C. Capucine Chapman

Tim Milller
When stepping into Tim Miller’s classroom at Golden High
School, you see students on task, curious, hardworking and comfortable.
Often there is an easy banter between him and his students as he coaxes
them to “take risks” or “give it your all.” Tim is a teacher who lives and
breathes the mantra for which he is known: “The best teacher is not necessarily the one who possesses the most knowledge, but the one who
most effectively enables his students to believe in their ability to learn.”
At the beginning of each semester, his classroom mantra is “I
have trust in all of you.” He exudes expertise, emphasizing “This is your
choice; you can make your best work happen here!” while simultaneously
giving specific expectations for skill practice and experimentation. His
long hours are often a result of offering his students extra help before
school, after school and at lunch.
Co-worker Tracy Hamm further describes Tim’s exemplary work
ethic: “Every morning that I come in to prepare for my own art classes,
Tim Miller is already there. When I come in on the weekends to attend
to the kilns, Tim is usually there as well and has already been there for
several hours. The extra hours are just one of the many notable things that makes Tim an exemplary art teacher. He is so dedicated to his students and the art projects they complete, that he often holds after school studio hours with pizza delivery for
his drawing and painting kids. When he interacts with students, he is empathetic and patient but always words his feedback
in a way that pushes them to develop both skill and confidence.”
Cutting-edge curriculum takes on a whole new meaning in Miller’s mind. In relation to his art projects, Tim designs
them to not only address skill, craftsmanship and creativity, but often draws inspiration from sources beyond an art history
book. Tim will attend gallery openings and design an entire project with inspiration from a local or national contemporary
artist (often a field trip to the gallery will be orchestrated to further enhance the students’ art experience as well). To keep this
venturing into the arts community a constant, Tim got his bus driver’s license so that he could personally drive students on
field trips!
Tim’s dedication and passion has been recognized by 9NEWS which highlighted some of his projects that get his
students interacting with the world. These experiences include having his seniors travel to a home for senior citizens to draw
the residents there. His students also have had the opportunity to go to Children’s Hospital to draw some of the patients
there – and the patients also got to draw the students. These kinds of interactions only scratch the surface of what Tim does.
Additionally, Tim is the curator of the student art displayed at the district’s education center. At all three shows (elementary, middle and high), the superintendent and school board president purchase student work. This work is then sent
to the Jefferson County Ed Center to be professionally displayed for public viewing. At the end of each school year, Tim inventories, arranges and rearranges the district’s current and past purchases throughout the building. His curatorship creates
an historic timeline of the high-quality district artwork. As a result of Tim’s commitment, the public, in turn, has the opportunity
to learn the importance of art education.
Tracy Hamm concludes, “The amount of time, dedication, creativity and social awareness that Tim Miller brings to his art
classes astounds the students, staff, parents and community. He deserves so much for what he does and I believe an award
recognition for outstanding art teacher is absolutely perfect!”

R e c i p i e n t s

Serving as the Fine Arts Program Manager for the large
district of the Denver Public Schools (DPS), Capucine Chapman
approaches the task with a tenderness and grace that is admired
and respected throughout the state of Colorado and beyond. At
a time of great paradigm shifts within art education expectations,
both at the state and district level, Capucine is known for her uncanny ability to humanize the hard work of being a 21st century
art educator in the state of Colorado. As the district introduces
potentially intimidating dictates such as the new standards, the
content language objectives, SB 1091 (the Teacher Effectiveness
bill), and L.E.A.P (the Teacher Effectiveness Evaluation Process),
Capucine gathers her visual art teachers and presents this information as humanly and as gently as possible, asking teachers to
“take a deep breath” and to trust themselves.
According to DPS art educator Barth Quezner, “Capucine has charged arts teachers with a mission of dissolving the walls of teacher isolation and beginning the necessary work required to improve teaching practices
across the district. In these Professional Learning Communities, arts teachers work together with common goals.
These teachers develop units of-study that align to Colorado State Standards with the purpose of deepening student
inquiry through concept-driven and skill-based curriculum. This work is expanding the opportunities for language
development in the classroom with students. It is also building district-wide capacity for quality arts education
through teacher collaboration and the sharing of instructional tools.”
Anne Thulson of Metropolitan State University observes, “She asks her teachers to stretch themselves and
encourages them to be learners that grow and change. It is rare to have both of these approaches in an administrator.
In her calming manner, teachers are given not only tools to acquire the new information and skills, but a safe and
nurturing place in which to do it.”
Dale Zamstra concurs, describing Capucine as a forward thinking educator, always considering how to grow
and move forward in positive ways in order for the art teachers and students of Denver Public Schools to flourish.
Through her continued focus on the individual, Capucine nurtures the personal growth of her educators by providing
a warm community of respect, striving for higher levels of work and achievement. With regards to her experience
working with Capucine, Dale continues, “She is smart, focused and works hard. She excels at helping create a supportive collaborative environment.”
Ms. Thulson concludes, “Often people are recognized when they make a big splash. Capucine moves the
same amount of water, but she does it in calm, quiet ripples, teacher by teacher. In the scary world of job security
and hyper evaluation, we need a nurturer like Capucine. I admire her greatly. Truly she is deserving of this great
honor.”
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Talya Dornbush

Libby Saeger
Libby Saeger, past elementary art educator at Buffalo Trail Elementary School in Aurora, is described by her Cherry Creek School District peers
as a consummate teacher, artist, learner and leader who employs a progressive pedagogy across all grade levels. Always seeking to be dynamic and innovative, Libby continually investigates new ways to structure her
curriculum in order to strike the perfect balance between innovative
teacher-led lessons and student-choice-based projects. Libby is equally
adept in understanding the Colorado Visual Arts standards, seamlessly weaving the standards into her instruction and incorporating other elementary
content and subjects.
It is obvious Libby will be sorely missed by her Cherry Creek colleagues as she moves on this year, sharing her talents with the teachers of
Denver Public Schools in the Teller Elementary School community. Describing her experiences learning from Libby’s teaching talents, Cherry Creek colleague Dale Zalmstra states, “I observed a
busy vibrant choice-based art studio. The students were highly engaged, working independently and collaboratively.
The group times were challenging and thought provoking. There was a high level of respect and community in the classroom.”
Engaging the community is a further passion of Libby’s. She frequently collaborates with local companies to
display student artwork in their businesses and is instrumental in organizing art shows throughout the Cherry Creek
School District, as well as her own school, all of which showcase the rich diversity of students’ cultures, backgrounds and
talents. As a way to foster legacies left by the students at Buffalo Trail, Libby has orchestrated the creation of permanent
student art pieces throughout the school. She also extends art into the lives of students beyond the regular school day
by hosting before- and after-school art clubs.
Throughout the Cherry Creek School District, Libby is recognized by colleagues for her dedication to collaboration and willingness to take on the role of leader. Throughout the years, Libby has successfully mentored two student
teachers, ensuring their prepared success upon entering the ranks of our profession. At the state level, Libby attended
the ArtSource Summer Institute in 2011 and actively attends the CAEA fall conferences. Additionally, Libby lent her
talents by presenting at the first and second annual Teaching for Artistic Behavior (TAB) conferences in 2011 and 2012.
Tamara Speidel, principal of Buffalo Trail Elementary School, concludes by saying, “Libby is always eager to learn
more to perfect her talents and abilities. As a leader in the art education field, the knowledge she gains is passed on to
others via presenting at professional art conferences, mentoring new art teachers and collaboration with other elementary art teachers to create coherent assessments, engaging curriculum and vibrant art shows. I am pleased to be able to
recommend Libby for this amazing honor. She is a deserving and dedicated teacher!”

R e c i p i e n t s

Talya Dornbush developed curriculum and taught middle
school art in traditional public schools, charter schools and nontraditional education settings for 10 years before recently transitioning to Metropolitan State University of Denver. An innovator,
Talya has been instrumental in school design and teacher leadership for emerging reform-based schools. She also led a teacher
exchange program in China and teaches university courses in art
education. While working towards a master’s degree at Harvard
University, Talya contributed to research at Project Zero. Talya aims
to create immersive curriculum that inspires her students to become innovators and change makers regardless of their preconceived limitations or talents. In her new position at the Center for
Visual Art, she maintains a deep commitment to her students, colleagues and community.
Talya’s passion for reform in arts education led to contributions to several start-up efforts including the
fledgling Summit Middle Charter School in Boulder and Kunsmiller Creative Arts Academy in Denver (KCAA). Talya
developed and taught middle school core courses in arts integration; designed and led arts immersion professional
development clinics for staff; created a ”backwards design” arts integration planning template for K-12 arts and academic teachers; and co-wrote the mission and vision of KCAA as part of a peer-elected group. Talya’s “Toy Design
Competition” at KCAA paired practical art and marketing experiences for her students with outside professionals in
art and design. Her middle school students began with research (playing with toys) and proceeded through a design
process that included collaborative rapid-prototyping and the development of a marketing campaign for their original
designs. Designers, architects, artists and other professionals, as well as kindergarten students, judged the final products as friends, family and faculty cheered them on.
According to Anne Thulson, “Talya is an educator infusing the spirit and meaning of the new art standards
into her day-to-day teaching with love and compassion for her students. The brilliance of Talya’s program is that students connect their art to themselves and their community. To name a few, I’ve seen students do research and make
art about child psychology, whole school culture, the design world, the advertising world, contemporary art, neighborhood problems, parent-child issues, and immigration. As their artwork makes a difference in their world, Talya
teaches that they can be active, creative citizens who make a difference in the world.”
Kunsmiller Creative Arts Academy co-teacher Benita Cervantes concludes, “There is no end to the myriad of
ways Ms. Dornbush inspires me as a colleague. More importantly is to focus on the way she encourages and supports
her students. Many of our kids come to her afraid to try new things; afraid to leave the world they know. By the time
they leave her class, they are soaring, confident, and curious creatures. The Colorado world of education is a better
place because of Talya Dornbush.”
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Jennifer Gawronski

Jesse Bott
“Jesse Bott is a kid magnet.” That is how the principal of Rose Hill
Elementary, where Jesse did his student teaching, described him. His cooperating teacher, Christine Loehr, concurs, “Kids absolutely love Mr. Bott’s
engaging, energetic love of teaching kids and art. His energy and attitude
are infectious to students, staff, and the entire school community.”
As evidence of the above observations, Jesse Bott is one of those rare teaching candidates that actually secured his first full-time teaching position
while still completing his student teaching. Recognizing the innate talent,
passion and work ethic possessed by Jesse, the mentor teachers with whom
he worked in Adams 14 were so impressed that they began to immediately
advocate for his hire, noting he was the “kind of teacher that they wanted
for their students.” Their efforts were rewarded and Jesse was immediately
hired at Monaco Elementary School in Commerce City.
According to Rachael Delaney, Jesse’s Metropolitan State mentor, Jesse’s ability to so quickly secure a teaching
position came as no surprise. According to Rachael, “Jesse was always the student who committed himself to excellence
while being humble and approachable. Jesse never hid how much he cared about teaching and the critical role that
art education has in a child’s life, and he does not hide this compassion and care from his current students.”
As a new teacher, Jesse possesses the characteristics necessary to ensure his success as an educator. Not only
driven and creative, Jesse constantly strives to improve his practice, aspiring to be the teacher who inspires his students.
Adept at teaching 21st century skills and incorporating technology into the curriculum, Jesse is adept at incorporating
images, rich content and the dynamic integration of music into instruction that is delivered in a fun, clever and disarming way, authentically generating interest and engagement between his curriculum and students.
Ms. Delaney recognizes, “The infusion of the innovative is what defines Mr. Bott, he is not scared to take risks
and try new technologies, hours of research and investigations so that his curriculum can truly inspire his students to
be their most creative and innovative selves.”
Principal Meg McCormick concludes, “Jesse has jumped in as a leader in our building and with the Arts Community in the District. I have worked in Education and schools for 20 years, and I can’t think of a more deserving person
for this award.”

R e c i p i e n t s

Jennifer Gawronski is currently an Assistant Professor in the Department of
Art at Adams State University (ASU) in Alamosa, Colorado. Jenny is recognized among
peers for her impassioned commitment to the development of contemporary ceramic
education lessons for K-12 classrooms. To this cause, she draws upon her experiences
as a ceramic artist. With vast educational experience in clay – BFA, Post-Baccalaureate
studies, and MFA in Ceramics and her recent two ceramic residencies at A.I.R. Vallauris,
France and the Benyamini Contemporary Ceramic Center in Tel Aviv, Israel – Jenny
brings a wealth of talent and experience which informs her views. Additionally, Jenny
presented two workshops at the 2012 CAEA conference titled “Designing Contemporary Ceramic Lessons,” which were well received by conference attendees. She is
once again presenting at the 2013 fall conference, this time exploring contemporary
ceramic artists using technology in their work.
.
From the moment Department Chair Margaret Doell hired her, Jenny’s enthusiasm for ceramics and art education
made an immediate impact on the students and staff of Adams State. After she took over the teaching of all Adams State’s ceramics
classes, Jenny’s concern for her students, willingness to do everything she can to help them succeed, and ability to build and maintain
a positive atmosphere in the classroom resulted in increased registration in ceramics classes across the board. Jenny’s teaching ability
also comes through in the challenging Art Appreciation classes, the general education courses in art which typically don’t have a
very receptive audience. Here too, though, Jenny’s students are responsive and engaged. Additionally, she was able to translate her
experience as a high school educator into meaningful lessons. Jenny’s art education classes have prepared students to succeed in
the classroom as well as to think outside the box in terms of what art education means. Most notable, perhaps, is that in her first
year of teaching at ASU, Jenny’s course evaluations by students were rated higher than all other faculty members in art, even those
with decades of experience.
Jenny has shown that her passion for her job and for helping her students learn as much as possible through their art is unsurpassed.
Ronald Rael, the owner of an abandoned building in the center of Antonito, approached Jenny about creating an after-school art
program in Antonito, a small, economically depressed, largely Hispano town in a rural area. Jenny’s response to the request for an
after-school art program was above and beyond what anyone could have imagined. She began by creating a course at ASU where
her art education students would travel to the town of Antonito to offer an after-school art education course to high school students.
Organizing and orchestrating such a mammoth task was an enormous accomplishment.
The enrollment of 18 in the program was extremely high, considering the total high school student body at Antonito was
81. Professor Gawronski and her art education students worked together to create a three-day lesson plan for the high school
students. Their lessons were inspired by the Surrealist movement as well as contemporary collage artists. They created an assignment
that had the high school students reflect on who they were as individuals, what was important to them, and what cultural aspects
of their lives they wanted to celebrate. The culmination of the class was a public exhibition in the building where the students
created life-size artwork and presented them to the community. Family, students and friends joined in the celebration of the students’
creativity and the hard work of the college-level art education students.
Ronald Rael states, “Education has always been a type of social practice, but hands-on education is increasingly absent
from contemporary education processes – particularly in areas that are rural and underserviced by cultural institutions such as museums and galleries. Reaching out to disadvantaged students and the knowledge and inspiration Professor Gawronski brought to
her own students and those of Antonito High represent the acts of an educator very deserving of the Higher Education Art Educator
of the Year award.”
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Private School Art Educator of the Year

Distinguished Leadership Award

Karen Simkiss

Kyle Stumpf

Karen Simkiss is credited by many as having single-hand-

Support of the arts is very clear in the entire Holyoke School Dis-

edly created the outstanding art program at St. Mary’s High School

trict that consists of one elementary school and a combined junior/senior

in Colorado Springs from the ground up. Upon her joining the ranks

high school. In a district that employs fewer individuals than most high

of the St. Mary’s High School staff, Karen inherited a situation that

schools alone, the importance of administrative support of the arts cannot

Principal Mike Biodini referred to as a “mere shell of a program” from

be understated. Fortunately, Holyoke Elementary School Principal Kyle

which to work. However, that did not deter Mrs. Simkiss. Now, as a

Stumpf is an avid supporter of the arts and has proven that what is best for

direct result of Karen’s hard work, dedication and sacrifice, St. Mary’s
boasts an award-winning, AP art program.
Deb Brewster describes the fruits of Karen’s efforts, noting,
“Karen has created a challenging high school art curriculum for her
students as well as providing AP services and an art club that has
contributed art murals and installations in many venues throughout
Colorado Springs. Further, she has collaborated with other teachers

students of Holyoke is the inclusion of the visual arts. He has played a crucial
role in supporting and sustaining the arts in the Holyoke community.
Christina Martinez describes her experience working under Kyle’s
leadership, “As an art teacher sometimes you may get a feeling that you are
just a chance for the homeroom teachers to have a planning period or that
your class is an easy A. Mr. Stumpf really combats these ideas by knowing

in other disciplines to further enhance the students’ art experiences.

the impact the Arts have on students’ success in school. When the art program was cut in the elementary school, Mr.

Karen teaches a wide variety of media and focuses on 21st century thinking skills and creativity.”

Stumpf and the community fought to put art back into Holyoke Elementary School. In addition to having an art program, he has been amazingly supportive of showing that students’ artwork has value by having art shows and displaying

teaching environment, not being privy to the camaraderie and collaborative opportunities abundant in public school

artwork all around the school and community. Mr. Stumpf knows the value of art in the school and his actions as a

systems. Karen, however, is known for continually working within the community to develop programs for students

principal reflect this.”

classes’ after-school art clubs.

he treats every student and staff member with care and respect. He is a man not only of compassion, but of action.

School focuses in on the quality he finds most admirable. He states, “Karen’s true contribution comes in the numerous

give the shoes off his feet to his students of need when theirs were worn and tattered. He has also been known to

young people she has inspired through her uncanny ability to take a tiny spark and turn it into a blazing interest in

miraculously find a mysterious benefactor to pay for the lost library book of an indigent student in order that the

C A E A

Upon becoming aware of students in need, Kyle is not one to sit back passively. Rather, he has been known to literally
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her students. She challenges them on a daily basis to stretch themselves, and the kids respond to Karen. They come
to admire and love this passionate woman who wants only to have each and every one of them reach their full potential.”
He concludes, “Mrs. Simkiss possesses the highest moral and ethical values; she displays these values every
day in her interaction with students, parents, and co-workers. Forever the teacher, Mrs. Simkiss exhibits fairness and
patience with all she works with. Everything she does is for the betterment of the students and staff she works with.
Blessed with a great work ethic Mrs. Simkiss works tirelessly through the day and directs that energy and attitude of

student may continue to check out books from the library. Principal Stumpf’s concern and passion for his students is
more than mere rhetoric.
Reading and technology teacher Laura Loutensock observes, “When a principal sets a positive school climate,
it spreads through the building among both staff and students.”
Christina Martinez concludes, “Strong role models can be hard to find in today’s society, but Kyle Stumpf really
embodies amazing attributes that make him an excellent candidate for this award. Art educators are very lucky to have

caring and support to all the students she encounters. There is not a day that passes that I am not impressed by

someone who really values them and their profession. It is for all these reasons and so much more that Mr. Kyle Stumpf

something Karen Simkiss has done for her school and her students.”

is deserving of the Distinguished Leadership Award.”

R e c i p i e n t s

As impressive as Karen’s accomplishments and accolades may be, Principal Mike Biondini of St. Mary’s High
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in order to showcase student art endeavors in many venues, including Imagination Celebration, Tri-Peaks League
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When teaching within the private/independent sector of education, one can easily become isolated in one’s
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Sarah Mitchell
The Distinguished Service Within the Profession Award is presented to active CAEA members who have performed
outstanding service above and beyond the confines of the art classroom, generously affecting art education at the district,
regional and state levels. When considering a worthy individual for this award, those who are aware of the countless hours
of dedication and service that Sarah Mitchell has contributed, specifically at the organizational level of CAEA, could not
think of a more deserving recipient than Sarah Mitchell.
In the words of Elizabeth Mahler Licence, “Sarah Mitchell commands a great level of admiration and respect from
her peers. She is a middle school art educator at Kent Denver School and chairs/serves on a multitude of committees for
her school. She is also the school’s soccer coach and is as dedicated to her team as much as she is to her art students.
Sarah is a member of ArtSource and she is active in producing/showing her own artwork outside the classroom which, as
many art educators know, sometimes feels like an impossible task to give oneself.”
Corky Dean, former CAEA president and current chair of the Visual and Performing Arts Department at the Kent
Denver School, states, “Sarah is utterly reliable, thoughtful, unwavering, and open to new ideas and modes of thinking.”
When Sarah joined the team at Kent, Corky encouraged her to join ArtSource Colorado. It was this that first ignited
Sarah’s passion and commitment to promoting her profession at the state level. Shortly after her first ArtSource Summer
Institute, it was clear that Sarah had not only benefited from her experience but also was already thinking about how she
could join in and help grow the organization.
Since that time, Sarah has served the Colorado Art Education Association over the years in various roles. During
her tenure, Sarah has, in her characteristic way, grown, assumed more responsibility, working hard to improve the efficiency,
vision, and the implementation of programs and activities of CAEA. After just three years on the council as an independent/charter representative, Sarah jumped into the Executive Council, taking over the Treasurer’s position in a very turbulent
year and has been instrumental in stabilizing the financials for the organization. Working with the Executive Council, Sarah
made every effort to create a better budget that would allow for the payment of past debts and move from the red to the
black. Her efforts have helped to secure the future of our organization and what we can offer our members.
Additionally, Sarah is one of the main go-to persons in CAEA when questions/concerns arise regarding membership, registration and all the monies that go along with that. And she accomplishes all of this with a calm, professional
manner that is welcomed when times are tough and/or hectic. For the past seven years, she has volunteered countless
hours to CAEA, working all aspects of the conference, writing for Collage and helping to shape the CAEA organization
into what it is today.
President Robin Wolfe recognizes Sarah’s invaluable contributions to our organization, noting, “Sarah’s work ethic
helps to keep us on track both financially and, in meetings, helping us to focus on what needs to be done. Sarah is also
indispensable at our conferences; she can be seen at the registration desk during the entire conference, rarely taking a
break or a workshop. Donating her time and efforts to our association and membership, we would be lost without her.”
Robin concludes, “Sarah exemplifies the type of person we all hope to be. She is the ideal art educator, promoting
her field as well as supporting art in the community and educators across the state. She is also a strong member of her
school, showing her students and staff that art is an important part of their daily curriculum and surroundings. I hope that
you will agree that Sarah deserves to be recognized for her Distinguished Service within the Profession.”

R e c i p i e n t s

Named after the National Art Education Association’s
(NAEA) third president in honor of her pioneer work in the development of NAEA as a national professional association, the purpose
of the Marion Quin Dix Leadership Award is to recognize outstanding contributions and service to the profession by a current association officer in the performance and/or development of specific
programs, goals, or activities. Having generously dedicated more
than forty-three years to art education in the state of Colorado, Pam
Starck has demonstrated unyielding energy, passion, professionalism
and dedication. She is the living embodiment of the award’s namesake’s dedication and altruistic nature.
Pam is an individual who sees a problem and seeks solutions. Pam is not an individual who seeks recognition for her work;
however, her tireless efforts and advocacy have received recognition on many levels. The University of Colorado presented her with an award for Excellence in Teaching and Commitment to Lessons for Humanity. The Colorado State
Senate honored her with the Recognition of Peace Award. Channel 7 (Denver, Colorado) recognized her as the Everyday Hero for her continual efforts to build the Colorado Scholastics and Writing program. The Colorado Department
of Education presented her with Teacher of the Year—Honorable Mention. These are just a few of the many honors
she has received.
Pam has served as a member of the Board of Directors of ArtSource Colorado, an affiliate of the Colorado
Art Education Association, for more than 10 years. During this time, at a time when ArtSource was in need of securing
a new venue to hold their annual summer institute, Pam served as the liaison between Eagle Rock School in Estes
Park, Colorado and the organization. With Eagle Rock School’s focus on education and service to the community,
the relationship nurtured through Pam’s persistence and professionalism proved to be an enduring and prosperous
one, resulting in the Eagle Rock community serving as host to nine extremely successful summer institutes.
Since her retirement from “the classroom,” Pam has worked tirelessly and unsalaried as the Director for
Scholastic Art Awards, Colorado region, and has served as CAEA’s Scholastic Art Representative since 2002. At a time
when the continued existence of Scholastics in the state of Colorado was in danger, Pam worked tirelessly to rebuild
the program into a magnificent event, boasting more than 4,000 participants. Pam has found sites for the exhibitions
and coordinated all the activities from sending out the materials to facilitating the check-in of artwork. Hers is the
first name teachers see when the information is received and the person they contact when they need help. No
matter the time or day, Pam is there. Her efforts have almost been Amazonian as she convinced colleges, universities,
and private organizations to provide scholarships to graduating seniors, raising scholarship funds upwards of $300,000
each year. In addition, to further the recognition of the student artists, Pam has created a relationship with the Denver
Art Museum in which, for the past four years, 80 exemplary art works have been displayed each spring in their special
exhibition area. The art education community and the students of Colorado owe a great debt to Pam Starck for her
tireless efforts and dedication to re-establishing The Scholastic Art Awards Program in Colorado as a model affiliate.
Sharon Rouse concludes, “When retirement came, Pam did not sit back and relax. She moved her passion
for the students in the classroom to a passion to have the business and education communities recognize the importance of individual creativity in students and the Visual Arts in our society today and the future, not only on the
local and state levels but also on the national level. Pam Starck truly exemplifies the Marion Quin Dix Award.”
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Distinguished Service Outside the
Profession Award

Distinguished Service Outside the
Profession Award

Dana Cain

Janus

Passionate, inspirational, supportive, visionary. These are
but a few of the words used to describe Ms. Dana Cain, owner of
Dana Cain Events. Dana is an avid collector of fine art, specifically
the work of modern and contemporary artists within the Colorado area. However, as indebted as the Colorado art community
is to Dana due to her appreciation and support as a collector, it is

C A E A

because of the unyielding passion, respect and advocacy for the
arts through Dana’s unyielding desire to affect others through education and exposure that we celebrate Dana Cain’s selfless contributions to our profession.
What separates Dana from other communitarians and
arts organizers are her efforts to educate the art-buying public.
Few formal programs reach out to help inform budding art collectors, but Dana does so enthusiastically, hosting more than 150 art-centered events in the Denver area, five of
which won Westword’s "Best of Denver" awards. In fact, it’s hard to separate her efforts at educating from all of
the other ways Dana is active in the Denver arts community. From her work on the board of Denver’s Art District

students upon reflecting upon one of Dana Cain’s numerous guest lectures given throughout the Denver Metro
area.
Another student concludes, “Dana Cain had the most profound impact on me (of all the guest lecturers
this semester). Her arguments about the importance of supporting local art galleries and artists as both a civic
responsibility and as a joyful proclamation of one’s personality were inspiring. She challenged every pre-con-

C A E A

ceived notion of what an art collector is and does. In one small class, she changed the way I think of myself.”

R e c i p i e n t s
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“She has redefined collecting art to me and is now my inspiration for collecting the pieces I want, or
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rather in her words, works I need.” These are the words of one of Nathan Abels Red Rock Community College’s

changing the cultural landscape in Denver is partial testimony to her visionary leadership.
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Dana’s effect on the Denver art scene is inestimable. Her Westword 2011 “MasterMinds MasterMind” award for

C o n f e r e n c e

lecting Art, and Why It’s Important”) to the active role she plays in championing the careers of emerging artists,

Janus is much more than a global investment management firm. Through commitment to community, Janus’ personal mission is to make life, and lives, better. Since Janus is based in Denver and most of their employees live here, they are
focusing their philanthropy on local need. Through targeted partnerships in support of K-12 public education, the Janus
Foundation hopes to have a deep and meaningful
impact on student achievement and the quality of
teaching in our home community; and they are
succeeding.
In order to extend this work across the
state of Colorado, Janus joined forces in 2001 with
the Cherry Creek Art Festival to create the festival’s
Student Art Buying Program, a unique arts education initiative that brings art into the schools and lives of students. Before
actually attending the festival, in-class curriculum and exercises are used with the students to help them better understand
and appreciate art, during which time valuable skills such as public speaking, negotiation and teamwork are also developed.
Students then apply what they’ve learned during a hands-on art-buying opportunity on-site at the Cherry Creek Arts Festival.
To date, this program has hosted over 195 classrooms throughout the metro area and across the state at the festival to
purchase professional artwork for their school, using a budget provided by Janus.
Since its inception, Janus has invested over $198,000 in providing artwork for schools, as well as for the Cherry Creek
Art Festival’s Mobile Art Gallery educational outreach program. In addition, employees from Janus’ Cherry Creek North office
spend a precious Saturday to shop with each of the schools selected, acting as guides and logistics experts, ensuring a
positive experience for each group of student ambassadors and their teacher. Any art education supporter and advocate for
the arts can instantly see how truly awesome this program is for all involved.
Tara Brickell, Associate Director of the Cherry Creek Arts Festival, recognizes, “The Cherry Creek Arts Festival has been honored
and privileged to work with Janus for the past twelve years developing meaningful education programs like the Janus Student
Art Buying Program. In this one-of-a-kind experiential art education program, students explore art as a personal preference,
as a reflection of culture and as a business.”
Additionally, Janus has lent their support to the Colorado Art Education Association over the past several years, allowing pieces of their Mobile Art Gallery to be displayed at the annual fall conference in Breckenridge, by providing the
desserts at some of the awards luncheons/dinners and even donating several pieces of retiring art from their Mobile Art
Gallery to our Colorado Art Educator of the Year award recipients. We as art educators are infinitely indebted to Janus for their
continued support and advocacy. Truly, Janus has succeeded in changing the lives of our students, making their dreams come
true and positively affecting the quality of art education in the state of Colorado.

C A E A

on Santa Fe and her work on the River North Art District (RiNo) to her unique PowerPoint talks (“The Joy of Col-
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Energy is in our DNA. Walk the halls and you'll feel it. Meet our people and you'll see it. We're out to change lives
and bring dreams to life. That's what motivates us to do more. –Janus
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Distinguished Service Outside the
Profession Award

Retired Distinguished Leadership Award

Ro sema r y R ei nha r t a nd K a t hy Wyck o f f

Tom Lopez

Kathy Wyckoff and Rosemary Reinhart are unsung heroes in the CAEA organization. Both share a long affiliation and deep connection to CAEA. They are an
integral part of our organization’s history, having been constant and loyal in their

C A E A
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support of Collage and CAEA for more than fifteen years.
Rosemary and Kathy’s dedication to CAEA’s purpose and professionalism
in producing Collage shines through each issue our members receive. Rosemary is
Collage’s copy editor. Her thorough perfectionism in editing articles makes material
clear and readable. As the creativity guru, Kathy organizes Collage’s page layout
producing the amazing final product we enjoy. Both individuals have been tireless

K at hy Wyckoff

in their time and energy to make Collage a truly professional publication. Their expertise and professionalism are of the highest quality, as evidenced in the timely manner in which they meet deadlines set by the editor and publisher for each issue.
Past Collage editor, Natalie Barnes, reflects upon her tenure as Collage editor, “During my seven-year tenure,
I had the privilege of working with Kathy and Rosemary. They served as wonderful mentors when I stepped into
that position and gave freely of their time and expertise. They are consummate professionals who were able to communicate the technical and logistical requirements
thusiasm. Each is masterful at juggling the high aspirations resplendent in the arts

C o n f e r e n c e

and dedication goes wholly unnoticed by most of our members. Past CAEA President Patrick Fahey notes, “I doubt many of our members know who they are or what
they do; yet their contributions are invaluable. I hesitate to even think about the
amount of hours they pour into each issue of Collage, yet alone what that cumula-

R osem ar y Reinhar t

tive number – over the past decade- would be if it was calculated.”
Current editor, Vanessa Hayes-Quintana, concludes, “Working with Kathy and Rosemary is a wonderful
privilege! I am only one of many editors who have worked closely with Kathy and Rosemary. Their work has always
consistently been of the highest quality. They communicate in a timely and professional manner and meet deadlines
with ease. They offer insight and ideas, and their own unique personalities continue to be integral to Collage’s high
quality. Kathy and Rosemary’s invaluable contribution to CAEA through Collage is simply incalculable. Recognizing
these amazing ladies for their time and energy in being part of sustaining CAEA’s success is long overdue.”

R e c i p i e n t s
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Kathy and Rosemary’s tremendous, tireless work behind the scenes, their advocacy
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Although past editors and executive council members bear witness to
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with the down to earth practicalities necessary to getting the job done.”

C A E A

of getting the job done, while embracing new ideas and nurturing my amateur en-

Before retiring at the end of the 2012 - 2013 school year, the staff
and students of Rocky Mountain High School in the Poudre School District
were fortunate to serve under the vision and leadership of Principal Tom
Lopez. During his tenure, Tom has time and again shown his support for the
visual arts. As a leader, Tom has always kept all of the needs of each student
a priority in a time when emphasis on testing and “core subjects” could have
easily diminished the importance of the arts and other “non-core subjects.”
Rather, in Tom’s mind, art has always been core to the development of a 21st
century learner, and while many arts programs have experienced program,
budget, and staffing cuts over the last few financially difficult years, the
Rocky Mountain High School Art Department has grown, currently offering
more to students today than many community colleges across the country,
including a jewelry studio and digital computer lab for design, animation,
and film production.
Retired teacher Tom Balchak. recognizes, “When enlightened administrators like Mr. Lopez act on the realization that the arts are basic academic offerings, they help maintain and create
opportunities for student learning, even in the face of such curriculum narrowing trends as the high stakes testing we’ve
seen as a result of NCLB. Though challenged like other administrators with shifting priorities and strained budgets, he
has remained steadfast and unwavering in championing visual arts programs which teach creative thinking and problem
solving, are inclusive, and for many a motivation to learn because they require active engagement, disciplined and sustained attention, and persistence and risk-taking. Mr. Lopez’s ongoing commitment to the arts will remain one of his
most important legacies.”
Rocky Mountain art teachers Laura Cronen, Missy Wolf, Jay Dukart, Darlene Meeker, Daniel Ibanez, and Ron Clark
concur. The team agrees, “As Art Teachers, one of the things we value in a leader is trust. We want to know that our principal trusts us to teach the curriculum and work with students in a way that best meets their needs. From our first days
at Rocky, we have never doubted Tom’s trust in our abilities and that has allowed us to trust him to make decisions as
our leader. We have an open dialog about the importance of the Arts, but also about what is to us at the core of education
— making connections with students. Tom understands that a student will learn best in the environment that most engages them. The Art classroom is that for many students.”
Although Tom Lopez’s service to the Poudre Valley School District has concluded, his legacy of professionalism
and advocacy for the arts will live on at Rocky Mountain High School. Upon returning from a CAEA fall conference some
years ago, Laura Cronen presented Tom with his own copy of Daniel Pink’s A Whole New Mind. Several months later,
Tom called a meeting with the art department. Not only had he read the book, but he had also done research on the
growing creative industry and proposed that a Creative Arts and Design Academy be started at Rocky. After two years
of curriculum development, waiting for approval from the district, and multiple discussions regarding what this would
look like and mean to students, the first class of students began the program this fall. What a testament to Tom Lopez’s
years of dedicated service to the betterment of education in the state of Colorado. He is a well-deserving candidate of
CAEA’s Retired Distinguished Leadership Award.
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Art education in the state of Colorado is wholly and completely indebted to the Denver Art Museum
(DAM) as a result of its extreme generosity and collaborative support provided by the highly dedicated and talented individuals making up the museum’s education department. The department includes team members with
talents and experiences in diverse yet related fields. Many have advanced degrees in Museum Education. The department and its staff members continually receive national recognition for their innovative work from their professional organizations. Patty Williams, Master Teacher of Asian Art, has been recognized as one of the top museum
educators in the world.
As educators, they are continually researching current trends in education on the local, state, and national
levels. Creativity, its process and influences are a museum-wide focus. One aspect of the mission of the education
department is to provide teachers with new ideas that enable them to inspire their students to be more creative
and develop critical thinking skills. In addition to actively fostering these skills through on-site interactive, guided
tours, the DAM has become a valued resource hub via its Creativity Resource for Teachers website. Teachers have
immediate access to
over 600 lesson
plans and 130 collection images that
can be downloaded
and shared with students. Teachers can
also find information
about the artist,
artist videos, details about the object and standards-based lesson plans for early childhood education through
high school in the Visual Arts, Language Arts, and Social Studies.
Teacher professional development is always on the minds of the DAM education department and represents another layer to the museum’s programs. On-site teacher workshops with select follow-up webinars often
focus on special exhibitions and offer graduate credit webinars. With school-budget and time constraints a reality,
the museum recognizes that teachers sometimes face challenges bringing field trips to the museum. In response,
the DAM can now bring the classroom virtually to teachers with a selection of Virtual Classroom Courses for grades
K-12. Course topics include How Do Artists Solve Problems? in which students listen to artists reveal how they
approach problems and then are challenged to apply what they learn to their own experiences and Project-Based
Museum Learning where students are challenged to explore a real-world museum problem. These types of museum-based learning experiences challenge and encourage students to use essential 21st Century Skills -- collaboration, critical thinking, invention, and self-direction.
The coordinator of teacher resources has developed a program through special computer programs
where she can be at the DAM and interact with students in a classroom. Students can see the gallery objects in
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The Denver Art Museum’s Education Department

a virtual museum experience. CAEA is excited for the new opportunities this provides for educators on the Western
Slope and even other states. Further, annual Teachers’ Nights at the museum allow teachers the opportunity to preview
newly opened exhibits and provide them with museum books, posters and support materials for use in the classroom.
DAM also honors the value of art education through Student Art Showcases, a program that is growing by
leaps and bounds. The program gathers together many communities to celebrate the talents of young artists in Colorado and is a force in recognizing art programs throughout the state. Most recently, the museum has highlighted the
Scholastics Art Awards Program by displaying selected student works in a month-long show at the museum, hosting
a luncheon to recognize these students, parents and teachers, and showcasing the students’ exhibition on the Creativity
Resource website. Through this recognition, these students, teachers and programs become proud centerpieces of
their schools.
Veteran DAM docent, Sharon Rouse, concludes, “Colorado is fortunate to have the Denver Art Museum. For
many, it is just an art museum. But for others, whether they are visitors, students, or educators, the education department staff has provided a never-ending learning and teaching tool.”
Pam Starck, Co-Director of the Scholastics Art and Writing Awards, Colorado region, concurs, adding, “The most
important investment in our future is young people. Our country’s future resides in fostering creative potential, whether
it is business, health, science or the arts. It allows students to develop their talents by testing skills and creative vision
against those of their local and regional peers. Recognizing and supporting their creativity, their knowledge and encouraging the development of their talents is vital to their growth, in the creative workforce of the future and to our
society in which many will become leaders. The Denver Art Museum’s educational department is key component in
excellence in the arts in Colorado.”
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Speaker Biography:
Ken Vieth is an artist/teacher with 33 years of experience. His K-12 teaching experience took place in New
Jersey; St. Thomas, Virgin Islands; and Cambridge, England.

Moving From Ordinary to Extraordinary

Ken has presented at numerous art conferences, including more than 15 Art Educators of New Jersey Conferences as
well as at other state conferences. He’s given 10 keynote addresses: Pennsylvania, New York, Rhode Island, Louisiana,
California, Florida, Michigan, South Carolina, Washington, Santa Fe.

Ken Vieth

Ken is a regular presenter at the National Art Education Conferences, having presented at 17 National conferences
(1993, 1996, and 1999 through 2013). He has also given international presentations at Cambridge University in Cam-

Take time to reflect on the importance of art education and the impact of your teaching. Where are you
now and where are you headed on your journey as an artist/teacher? Engage your mind in creative thinking as

bridge, England (1993); at the Pompidou Center in Paris, France (1995); and at the Canal Museum in London, England
(1994-96).

you motivate your students to greater success.
Thursday Nov 7th at 7:00pm

Ken Vieth has received support from Princeton University. His fellowships include:

Follow-up Workshop:
Creative Visual Problem Solving

•

Master Artist/Teacher Fellowship -- Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation (1993)

•

Fulbright -- International Teaching Exchange Program, England (1997)

•

Christa McAuliffe Fellowship, New Jersey (1997)

•

Fulbright Memorial Fund Teacher Program, Japan (1997)

Teachers will gain further understanding of the structure

Ken Vieth published 76 articles in nationally recognized SchoolArts magazine where he was the contributing editor

of visual problems. Examples of creative projects for middle

for eight years. He is the author or co-author of the following books:

and high school will be seen and discussed.

•

From Ordinary to Extraordinary: Art and Design Problem Solving, Worcester, MA: Davis Publications, 2000.

•

The Visual Experience (co-author with Jack A. Hobbs and Richard Salome of the third edition of this
secondary art education textbook), Worcester, MA: Davis Publications, 2004.

C A E A
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The workshop will not be hands on so no materials will be
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•

needed. There is no limit on the number of people. There

Engaging the Adolescent Mind Through Visual Problem Solving, Worcester, MA: Davis Publications, 2005.

will be time for questions and answers.
Ken Vieth was a presenter with the Bureau of Education & Research

Friday Nov 8th at 8:00am

(BER) in Seattle, Washington from 2007 – 2012. While there, he gave
66 professional, full-day workshops in 30 cities, 30 states, and
Canada.
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Speaker Biography:
Charles Parson has continued the tradition in which he was first schooled at the A.E. Backus Studio in

My Way. Your Way?

Florida (1962-66), The Kansas City Art Institute (1966-70), and the Cranbrook Academy of Art (1970-72). This
tradition is the blending of consistent teaching while maintaining a full, active, professional involvement as a

Finding or Maintaining a Place for Yourself as an Artist and Teacher

working artist.
This prolific artist has shown in over 65 one-person exhibitions and in numerous national, regional and
local group shows at galleries, art centers, museums and alternative venues throughout the United States. He

Charles Parson

first taught at a community art center in the Detroit area in 1971 and has taught at various colleges and universities in both undergraduate and graduate programs. In the Rocky Mountain region, Parson has taught at

Charles Parson’s keynote presentation will show examples of his artwork and explain some of its context

the Rocky Mountain College of Art and Design, Regis University, Metropolitan State College, University of Denver,

and origins. Also, he will adapt his usual Personal Art Narrative PowerPoint presentation to attempt to engage the

University of Colorado at Denver and, currently, at the Community College of Denver. Additionally, he has taught

audience not only in what he has done but in the questions and answers we might be making about our own ap-

K-12 levels in alternative programs such as University Women, Young Audiences, and the Denver Museum of

proaches. The goal of this talk is for each of us in the audience to consider what we could do or are doing regarding

Nature and Science’s Jason program.
Charles Parson has been a guest/visiting artist and lecturer at numerous schools of art as well as col-

our individual needs for balancing teaching, personal life, changes in our culture, our art making, and our dreams.
And how do we each maintain that direction, building on our own background and life experiences?

leges and universities throughout the United States. He has juried local, regional and national exhibitions and
competitions at schools, galleries and museums throughout the country. Parson has also worked throughout

Friday Nov 8th at 5:30pm

his life in the private sector, including roles as a sign painter/fabricator and billboard artist; amusement park
design and construction worker; theatrical set designer; museum exhibit graphics designer; graphic designer

Follow-up Workshop:
Installation Workshop

and muralist; steel worker; foundry worker; professional lounge musician; garbage collector; and carpenter. He
has been a contract muralist and illustrator for the Denver Museum of Nature and Science from 1986 to the
present.
Parson’s work includes drawings, prints, wall constructions, sculptures, installations, public art as well
as performance works. He has curated exhibitions of other artists’ works as well as authored magazine articles.
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tion and design, resulting in a context will be a starting point. The

He wrote his first book, The Sanctuary of the Moment, in the late

participants will also be given opportunity to develop or discover

1990s with a second printing in 2006. His new compilation of stories,

additional options in using this skill that they might use in the future,

again written from the life experiences that result in the narratives

as a point of departure either in their own work or in a class situation.

of his artwork, is currently under its final editing and recording stages

An emphasis of the application of one element, (LINE) will be then

for a 2014 release.

C A E A

room and or space in sight, sound, space, physicality as well as inten-
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Going through initially a series of exercises to read and investigate a
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Charles Parson continues to show extensively. He is currently

integrated into this hands-on exploration. Then breaking into two
groups, the participants will create and evaluate each other’s actual

focusing on his upcoming one-person exhibition “Still and Centered

installation works, made on site, using their new-found awareness of

Point” at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center (CSFAC) in Fall 2014.

everything as an art material and a heightened awareness of Place.

He will be proudly showing this one-person show alongside the one-

A linear emphasis will be utilized so each participant in this session

person show of his older son, Collin Parson, so the top floor of CSFAC

should bring a quantity of one linear material (String, rubber bands,

will be dedicated to the presentation of their two bodies of current

wire, lasers, spaghetti, etc.). Appropriate outdoor clothing should be

work.

readily available as a portion of this workshop may end up outside of
the building.
Saturday Nov 9th at 10:30am
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Speaker Biography:

Moving From the Margins to the Center:
Fundamental Strategies That Forge Sustainable PARTNERSHIPS

Wanda B. Knight is Associate Professor of Art Education and Women’s Studies at the Pennsylvania State
University. She holds a B.A. in Art Education from North Carolina Central University, an M.Ed. in Educational
Leadership and Supervision from Saginaw Valley State University in Michigan, and a Ph.D. in Art Education
(with a concentration in teacher education) from The Ohio State University.

Wanda B. Knight

Dr. Knight’s research interests in preservice and inservice teacher education stem from her diverse life
experiences as professor, university preservice teacher supervisor, public school teacher, public school principal,

Art educators are called upon consistently to make a case for the contributions of art education to learning.
Additionally, art educators and art supporters must justify allocations when facing shrinking budgets. How might
art educators advocate for art as an integral part of the curriculum? Furthermore, how might art educators create
and maintain long-term partnerships with a range of organizations and other stakeholders?

and associate curator of an art museum. Besides university level teaching, Dr. Knight has taught all grade levels
(K-12) in vastly different regions of the United States (North Carolina, Michigan, Georgia, Virginia), overseas
(Japan), and in communities serving rural, suburban, and urban populations. She also served as registrar and
assistant curator at the Albany Museum of Art in Albany, Georgia.
As a former principal and recipient of an Annenberg Transforming Education Through the Arts

This presentation is designed to empower art educators to be proactive in advocating art education as
essential education, specifically as it relates to meeting the needs of all learners. Moreover, this presentation considers ways to forge collaborative partnerships among organizations and strengthen advocacy for art education.

Challenge Grant — used to implement an arts-focused curriculum — Dr. Knight led various educational public
school initiatives designed to provide fair, ethical, and inclusive learning environments that foster creative and
critical thinking. She is past president of the United States Society for Education through the Arts (USSEA) and

Saturday Nov 9th at 8:00am

Follow-up Workshop:
Diversity and Culturally Competent Practice

a past chair of NAEA's Committee on Multi-Ethnic Concerns.
Her research is published widely in academic forums, and her scholarly presentations span national
and international borders, including Germany, Finland, Korea, Austria, Taiwan, Sweden and many other locations.
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Her teaching, academic, and research explorations in visual culture, cultural studies, and pedagogies of
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Culturally different learners bring to school diverse histories, cultural

difference (i.e., class, gender, race, ability) mirror her pragmatic experience and quest for equity and social

perspectives, unique patterns of experience, and various styles and

justice.

approaches to learning and organizing information. Consequently,

Dr. Knight also serves on the editorial review boards of The Journal of Social Theory in Art Education,

there may be a mismatch between these learners’ circumstances

Visual Culture and Gender, and The Journal of Multicultural and Cross Cultural Research in Art Education. She

and needs and the teacher’s capacity, or willingness to accept,

has also served as editor of The Journal of Social Theory in Art Education, published manuscripts, book chapters,

accommodate or respond in ways that support and enable them to

and reviews in leading scholarly journals, and presented numerous papers at local, state, national, and interna-

maximize their social, emotional, and intellectual growth and devel-

tional conferences.

opment. As a result of this cultural mismatch, various learners are

Dr. Knight's achievements in education have been recognized through various honors and excellence

placed at-risk, and are more likely to fail to complete, or benefit

in teaching awards including teacher of the year (Michigan, Georgia, and North Carolina), Kenneth Marantz

from their schooling in a manner that ensures that they have the

Distinguished Alumni Award from The Ohio State University, and the J. Eugene Grigsby Award for outstanding

knowledge, skills, attitudes, and confidence to compete in a global

contributions to the field of Art Education, and Who's Who in American Education.

marketplace.
This presentation focuses on strategies for working more effectively
with learners from culturally distinct groups representing various
exceptionalities, ability levels, religions, sexual identities, races, and
ethnicities.
Saturday Nov 9th at 10:30am
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Fall Conference 2013 Master Class Artist
Biographies
Kathy Beekman
Kathy Beekman has been an artist since the age of four. She has been painting professionally and predominately in pastel since the year 2000 after a trip to Mexico.
A fine art graduate of Siena Heights University, Michigan, Kathy now finds herself
instructing adults in the fine art of pastel painting as well as helping them obtain
their artistic goals. An active Colorado artist, Kathy is a Career Coach for artists and
President of the board of directors for the Center for the Arts Evergreen. She has
been featured in the nationally acclaimed Southwest Art Magazine multiple times,
and juries art shows and festivals. Currently her work can be found in galleries
throughout Colorado, Arizona and in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Her work can also be
viewed by going to www.kathybeekman.com

Patti Smithsonian
Patti Smithsonian is an internationally know puppeteer and performance
artist. Her one-woman puppet theater (www.pattismithsonian.com) has
been featured at international festivals, art museums and galleries. She
has designed puppets for Opera, Shakespeare Festivals and television
commercials. Patti also creates community art projects (see www.concretecouch.org) and has initiated several Lantern Parades in Colorado. Her
giant illuminated puppets have been influenced by her work in Taiwan
where she has worked with international artists creating 'Art Parades' for
the Dream Community and Jane Goodall Foundation.

C A E A
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Sharon McCoy
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Sharon McCoy is a narrative artist that is in love with clay. Clay gives her the placidity
to capture her thoughts when the clay is wet and permanency of the form when
fired. Color is of the utmost significance in her work. The layering of bold, vibrant
colors invite the viewer to take a closer look. Once captivated, the viewer is asked
to look at the details. Next the viewer is welcomed to create their own story.
Artist Statement;
Fixed on a portrayal of longing and a passionate desire to journey beyond the restrictive present, my figures embody the emotions of isolation and captivity tempered with the hope of escape. Appearing in a trance-like state of daydream
absorbed by fanciful journeys, the figures are propelled into imaginative journeys
as well as lives of personal completeness.

Mark Friday
Mark Friday is a faculty member at the Art Student's League in Denver and exhibits
his work in Colorado galleries as well as galleries across the country.
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Paul Yalowitz
Paul Yalowitz, a popular children's book illustrator, has been a freelance illustrator since 1983. Before joining the RMCAD faculty, he was an illustration
faculty member at Ringling School of Art and Design. Recent children's
books include “The Runaway Latkes”, “South Pole Santa”, “Mary Veronica's
Egg”, “Moonstruck”, “Catty Cornered”, “Nell Nugget and the Cow Caper” and
“Hurricane Music”. Yalowitz’s clients include Atlantic Monthly Magazine,
AT&T, Child Magazine, Hallmark, Life Magazine, Metropolitan Home Magazine, New York Times, Ogilvy and Mather and Sports Illustrated Magazine.

Jenna Almond-Williams
A native Colorado artist, Jenna Almond Williams lives and
works in Denver. Her background includes a BFA from Colorado State University with advanced studies in Florence,
Italy. As an abstract artist Jenna has a particular passion
for process and working to effectively use the language
of art as a tool for creating powerful and meaningful
work. Her excitement for experimentation and pleasure
for creating art is something she works to pass on to the
students she instructs at the Art Students League of Denver.

Theresa Haberkorn
Theresa Haberkorn was involved in the arts from a very early age. Her
formal art training began in high school at the Pinellas County Center for
the Arts in St. Petersburg, Florida, and graduated from the University of
South Florida in printmaking in 1994. Ms. Haberkorn has exhibited her
woodcut prints in national and international galleries and exhibitions including most recently the 75th Annual Exhibition of The Society of Wood
Engravers in the United Kingdom, and the “Wood Engravers’ Network Relief Engraving Exhibit 2012”. In February of 2013, she was an artist-in-residence at the Tin Shop in Breckenridge, Colorado. Her work can be found
in numerous private and corporate collections including the St. Regis
Hotel in Aspen, Colorado, The Children’s Hospital of Denver, and Denver
Hospice. Ms. Haberkorn also teaches the art of woodcut printmaking at
the Art Students League of Denver.

Penney Bidwell
Penney Bidwell came into the world on April Fools’ Day, 1968, and was born into
the carnival. Her mother had been an accomplished ballerina and then a chorus
line dancer, and her father was a third generation carnie on one of the largest traveling carnivals. Her great grandmother was the tattooed lady in the early 1900’s.
Bidwell has always been interested in the human experience and the human psyche. After completing her Masters degree in psychology, she realized a deeper
ambition resided in the arts. Bidwell has exhibited art in several regional and national juried shows such as: Colorado Clay at the Foothills Art Center in Golden,
Colorado; The San Angelo Museum of Fine Arts National Ceramic Competition in
San Angelo, Texas; and Sculpture in the Park in Loveland, Colorado. Additionally,
Bidwell’s art has been published in several national magazines and ceramic books
such as Southwest Art Magazine and several published books. She is currently represented by AUM Gallery and Show Of Hands Gallery. Please visit www.penneybidwell.com to learn more about Bidwell and her art.

A r t i s t s
C l a s s
M a s t e r

CDE Workshop Strand
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Kym Bloom
In addition to working as a graphic/web designer for an educational nonprofit, I own
and run an art gallery, Kanon Collective, on Santa Fe Drive with several local artists,
and try to spend the remainder of my free time working in my studio. I am also a
member of Zip37 gallery in the Navajo Street Art District. Much of the work I do stems
from my love of photography and working with digital art. I received a Bachelor of
Arts in Film from BYU and a Master’s of Humanities from the University of Colorado
at Denver, where I also taught for two years as an adjunct professor in the Multimedia
and Fine Arts department. You can see my artwork at www.kymbloom.com.

Kris Gosar
Kris Gosar has been teaching drawing and painting at Adams State University for eleven
years. His classes are always packed. He has the ability to make drawing and painting accessible to students of all stages of development. Kris graduated with honors from Art Center College of Design in Pasadena California. Trained as an illustrator, he has applied his
passion for the arts in many different areas including graphic design, architectural design
and even automotive design. He currently has numerous galleries that represent his fine
art. He specializes in painting the figure and portraiture.

Joshua LeConey
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Go to www.caeaco.org for more Master Class information

Artist Trading Cards & Work / Finish Room
Available in Peak 8 Everyday

S t r a n d

C A E A

Joshua LeConey has over 20 years of history with Photoshop and shares his knowledge
regularly with students around Denver. He currently teaches at the Art Institute of Colorado
in the Graphic Design and Web Design Department as well as at Arapahoe Community
College where he is a member of the Photography Department. Joshua has a BA from Colgate University in NY and an MFA from the University of Colorado, Boulder.

W o r k s h o p

C o n f e r e n c e

My early, informal training and love of all things fiber came from my mother, Dot Stiefler.
I watched and learned as she mastered many of the traditional “woman's arts”. My formal
training was a concentration in drawing and painting and resulted in an honors BFA from
the University of Buffalo, New York. Over the years I have supplemented my education
and skills through extended workshops and residencies. Art is the language I use to translate the world around me. Pattern, color , texture and non-traditional materials combine
to form a vibrant visual vocabulary. My goal is to create work that inspires an interesting
and lively conversation.
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Georgia Rowswell
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10:00am

1:00pm
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to

to

10:00am

12:00pm

3:00pm

4:30pm

Advanced Placement Art
History: Not your sleepy
college level course.
Erin Reiner
(10:00-12:00)

The Glowing Surface:
Using Wax Reactive
Clay at Cone 5
Ingrid King
(1:00-3:00)

Representation, Visual
Culture, & Postmodern
Theories of Art
Kevin Lapsley
(3:30-4:30)

Art & Computational
Thinking
Benjamin Worrell
(10:00-12:00)

Transforming our
Practice through
Action Research
Nikki Sandschaper
(1:00-3:00)

Your super alter
ego-who knew!

Peak 1

3:30pm

Conference Schedule

T h u r s d a y

Peak 12

2 0 1 3
C o n f e r e n c e

Everyone goes to the
grocery store.....
Thank a Vet at the
Living Histories
same time!
Shell Acker
Abi Paytoe Gbayee
(1:00-3:00)
(3:30-4:30)

Work Sample Assessments????
Connie Stewart
(3:30-4:30 )

Champion Creatively
Alive Children Concentric Kirigami How Art Helps
Julie Swanson Davis Develop the 21st
Century Skills
(1:00-3:00)
Linda Parzych
(3:30-4:30)

Why Should Artists
“Brand?”
Lon Seymour
(1:00-3:00)

Five Years of the
Marionette Project
Ramona Lapsley
(3:30-4:30)

Master Class

Building BIG Sculptures with Kids!

Master Class

Learn easy techniques of working with reed to build GIANT sculptures or puppets.
Each participant will create a reed framework for a medium size sculpture to take
home. Demonstrations will include; how to cover the sculpture with paper or
cloth, and how to use alternative materials (plastic tubing, wire, or cardboard
strips) for framework. Build BIG excitement with kids with BIG sculpture!

Volumetric Forms in Clay

Master Class

We will make a functional whimsical teapot with an emphasis on seeing, and
understanding the visual and tactile language of pottery. We will begin with
the slab method to form two half spheres over slump molds. Then, we will
make a hollow form by attaching the half spheres. The sphere can then be manipulated into the body forms that can be uses for more than teapots. Pinch
pots, coil, slab and assembling methods will be demonstrated to articulate
complex forms. I will show surface treatment using underglazes on greenware
and staining bisque-ware thus revealing how to achieve depth with color.

Advanced Placement Art History:

Not your sleepy college level course.
How to get your kids to wake up and pass the exam! Workshop will cover both the existing
test & highlight some of the changes coming to the 2015 exam. We will also discuss strategies for creating this course at your school & student recruitment to make it run. Most of all
we will highlight a variety of ways to make the course active & entertaining (for both you and
your students!), which will lead to higher retention & passing scores! Be ready to have fun!

Art and Computational Thinking
Join us to learn about AgentSheets, a computer program designed to blend
math/science into a variety of content areas, including art! Computational thinking
is THE skill of the 21st century, come see how art is part of this new frontier!

CH CH CH CHia Pets
In this hands-on workshop we will create a unique Chia Pet using basic clay
techniques. We will take a look back and the famous Chia Pet and create our
own using slab, coil, and pinch techniques. Great science connections.

Lick, slick & stick-art of painted popsicle stick art
Come to this hands-on workshop to create tactile art. Using craft sticks (a cheap
material sold in large quantities) you’ll add paint, cut, drill and glue into unique
creations. Simple project ideas to complex pieces. You’ll never look at a popsicle stick the same way!

"The Originality of Being"
... pondering the source of creative blueprinting within each of us.
Arts and creative principals have guided me to unveil the depth and breadth of
who I am, and continue to be. I believe this is a universal truism. Why is this relevant to whole child development? Let's talk!

Presenter: Kathy Beekman
Workshop Fee: $ 5
Location: Peak 10
9-12 noon

Presenter: Patti Smithsonian
Workshop Fee: $ 10
Location: Peak 12
9-12 noon

Presenter: Sharon McCoy
Workshop Fee: 0
Location: Peak 9
9-12 noon

Presenter: Erin Reiner
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 1 • 10 -12 noon
ereiner@jeffco.k12.co.us

Presenter: Benjamin Worrell
Fee: 0
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 6/7 • 10 -12 noon
bworrell86@gmail.com
Presenter: Christina Martinez
Fee: $ 6
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Hands-on
Location: Peak 11 • 10-12 noon
martinezch@hcosd.org
Presenter: Jean Hiza & Brian Summey
Fee: $ 5
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 14 • 10 -12 noon
jeanhz13@gmail.com
Presenter: Capucine Chapman
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 15 • 10 -12 noon
capucine_chapman@dpsk12.org

T h u r s d a y

CpprTp 3

How to Apply for &
Recieve Summer
Fellowships for Art
Teachers
Deb Rosenbaum
(3:30-4:30)

CDE Information and
Workshop Part 1
Linda
Dale Salmstra
(1:00-3:00)
YogArt!
Polly Hensel
(10:00-12:00)

Sandra Marble
(3:30-4:30)

Peak 17 • KEYNOTE

You & Me, Us & Them:
How Do We All Fit In?
Claudia Lewis
(10:00-12:00)

Seed Art; it's a vegetable matter!

Base 9 Bar

“The Originality of
Being”
... pondering the source
of creative blueprinting
within each of us
Capucine Chapman
(10:00-12:00)

Peak 17

CpprTp 2

Basic Metal Wire
Riveting
Gail Siegel
(1:00 - 3:00)

Making the Most out of
your 45 Minutes: Creative
Technology Applications
for an Efficient Elementary Art Environment
Katy Mathes
(3:30-4:30)

8:30 - 10:30pm

Lick, slick & stickart of painted popsicle
stick art
Jean Hiza
(10:00-12:00)

Assessment is not a
Dirty Word
Abi Paytoe Gbayee
(1:00 - 3:00)

7:00 - 8:30pm

C A E A

MASTER CLASS
Building BIG Sculptures with Kids! (9-12)
Patti Smithsonian

Making a Watercolor
Monotype/Monoprint
Sieger Hartgers
(1:00 - 3:00)

Peaks 2-5

Peak 16

CH CH CH CHia Pets
Christina Martinez
(10:00-12:00)

Kari Merritt
(3:30-4:30)

5:00 - 7:00pm
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Peak 15

MASTER CLASS
Sunrise, Sunset (9-12)
Kathy Beekman

Packing Tape
Transfers

Ken Veith

Peak 14

Self Portrait
Accordion Books
Barbara Jack
(1:00-3:00)

Karaoke Party - Sing your ART Out !

Peak 11

Visualize Your Mind:
Step-by-Step Cubism Transformative Ideas for
the Classroom
Ryan Talbot
Nick Rubino
(1:00-3:00)
(3:30-4:30)

KEYNNOTE • Moving From Ordinary to Extrordinary

Peak 10

MASTER CLASS
Volumetric Forms in Clay (9-12)
Sharon McCoy

CAEA Welcome Reception & Vendor Hall Opening

Peak 9

Anne Mechling
(3:30-4:30)

Sunrise, Sunset

Spectacular sunrises and sunsets have been held in awe through the ages. This
workshop will explore the basic reasons why they take on such extraordinary colors. Learn how to capture the drama of sunrises and sunsets in this inspiring
workshop. Instructor Kathy Beekman receives rave reviews from her students.
She creates a comfortable learning environment where class participants excel
in the world of soft pastel. Participants do not need prior soft pastel experience.

Peak 2-5

Peak 6/7
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Presenter: Claudia Lewis
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 16 • 10 -12 noon
lewis.inc@earthlink.net

You and Me, Us and Them: How Do We All Fit In?

Presenter: Polly Hensel
Fee: $1
Audience: Upper Level beyond 12th grade
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Copper Top 2 • 10 -12 noon
pollyachi@msn.com

YogArt!

Everyone goes to the grocery store

YogArt is an exercise that helps us to reach the state of consciousness of "flow".
This state allows the individual to express wholly and with freedom. In the class
we will work towards emancipating the self from ego and judgment through
meditation and yoga practice integrated into creating our visual piece. Our end
product will be a geometric mandala.

... Thank a Vet at the same time.
Veterans Day pays tribute to all American veterans--living or dead--but especially gives thanks to living veterans who served their country honorably during war or peacetime. Using simple art materials you will create a tradition in
your local community.

Presenter: Ingrid King
Fee: 0
Audience: High Teachers 9-12
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 1 • 1 -3pm
ingrid@stoneleafpottery.com

The Glowing Surface:

CDE Information and Workshop Part 1

Using Wax Reactive Clay at Cone 5
Use Laguna Clay to make human facial sculptures that glow a rich orange after
cone 5 oxidation firing. Learn a great set of facial sculpture techniques, adding
hanging systems during forming, an example to fire, and a project to teach.

Get updated on what CDE and art teacher teams from around the state have
been working on. “Tour” concept-based curriculum samples and assessment
resources in the Resource Bank. Time for questions and time to further develop
your own resources.

Transforming our Practice through Action Research

Concentric Kirigami
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Recent graduates from the low-residency Art Education program at the University of Northern Colorado will present about the Action Research they completed in their Visual Arts classrooms. Diverse topics about various grade levels
will be presented throughout the workshop.

A rivet securely traps pieces of metal together. A rivet literally passes through
layers of metal and then is flared on each side to hold the material. “Practice
makes perfect” is the best motto for learning to rivet.

A variation of origami, kirigami incorporates both folding and cutting to create
intricate paper designs. In this workshop presented by Blick Art Materials, participants assemble cardstock rings and use principles of layering, positive/negative space, and repeating cuts to make a low-relief paper sculpture that’s
easier to make than it looks!

Presenter: Ryan Talbot
Fee: $10
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 9 • 1 -3pm
rytalb@gmail.com

Step-by-Step Cubism

Presenter: Barbara Jack
Fee: $7
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 10 • 1 -3pm
jackartist@aol.com

Self Portrait Accordion Books

Representation, Visual Culture, & Postmodern Theories of Art

Who Am I? What is important? How do I relate to my family, community, world?
Create expressive books through poetry, prose, lyrics, drawing, painting, collage, printmaking, photography, embossment, fibre, etc….Implements Literacy,
Numeracy, Social Studies, critical thinking, complex problem solving.

Explore how interrogating images can reveal underlying meanings to historical
belief structures particular to issues of race and gender. Learn how your students may utilize postmodern concepts of art to frame their interrogation and
as well as catalyze their own research intended for critical art production

Presenter: Sieger Hartgers
Fee: $5
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 11 • 1 -3pm
siegerhartgers@sprintmail.com

Making a Watercolor Monotype/Monoprint

Presenter: Abi Paytoe Gbayee
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 12 • 1 -3pm
abi_paytoe_gbayee@yahoo.com

Learn a brief history of Cubism and what its basic elements are. Then learn a
very easy step-by-step process that I developed which enables students to successfully create their own Cubist drawing/painting/mixed media piece.
We start by making a Cubist collage and then use it in order to design our own
Cubist drawing/painting mixed media piece of art.

This workshop focuses on the “watercolor” Monotype/Monoprint method. William
Blake was the one who started making use of monotypes as a medium, becoming
one of the most important artists to work with monotypes. He painted with egg
tempera onto a millboard which rendered a textural and granular quality of the
prints which were sometimes retouched with pen and brush.

Assessment is not a Dirty Word
The importance of assessment cannot be underestimated in this day and age.
This workshop will get to the bottom of assessments, how to make them authentic, valuable, and still meet the standards.

Why Should Artists "Brand?"
Examines the artist's search for authenticity, which--through exercises and discourse--translates into a relevant and applicable artist's "Brand."

Your super alter ego-who knew!
Become who ever you wish you could be- in polymer clay!

Visualize Your Mind: Transformative Ideas for the Classroom
What are we teaching as art teachers? Contemporary ideas demand that our
lessons incorporate a deep level of critical thinking and personal connection.
Join in a presentation and discussion of how critiques and artist statements are
integral parts of lessons.

Presenter: Gail Siegel
Fee: 0
Audience: High Teachers 9-12
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 14 • 1 -3pm
gail@najatools.com
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Presenter: Shell Acker
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 16 • 1 -3pm
shell.acker@asd20.org
Presenter: Karol Gates, Donna Goodwin,
Liz Buhr, Dale Zalmstra & others
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 17 • 1 -3pm
dzalmstra@cherrycreekschools.org
Presenter: Julie Swanson Davis
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 2 • 1 -3pm
j.davis@dickblick.com
Presenter: Lon Seymour & Dr. Elisa
Robyn
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Copper Top 3 • 1 -3pm
lonseymour@comcast.net
Presenter: Kevin Slivka
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 1 • 3:30-4:30 pm
kevin.slivka@gmail.com
Presenter: Anne Mechling
Fee: $3
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 6/7 • 3:30-4:30 pm
anne.mechling@bvsd.org
Presenter: Nick Rubino & Jesse Diaz
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 9 • 3:30-4:30 pm
Nickjames2000@gmail.com

T h u r s d a y
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Presenter: Nikki Sandschaper
and other recent graduates
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 6/7 • 1 -3pm
Nikki_Sandschaper@dpsk12.org

Drawing from the work of artist, Allan McCollum, we will explore ways to connect with disengaged students in the classroom. McCollum's “Shapes Project”
addresses issues of belonging and individuality. Come learn new ways to help
students feel connected and special.

Basic Metal Wire Riveting

T h u r s d a y

Five Years of the Marionette Project
Presenter: Kari Merritt
Fee: $2
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 10 • 3:30-4:30 pm
KMM8384@gmail

Packing Tape Transfers

Presenter: Kathy Mathes
Fee: 0
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Lectures
Location: Peak 12 • 3:30-4:30 pm
katy.mathes@gmail.com

Making the Most out of your 45 Minutes:

Presenter: Sandra Marble
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 14 • 3:30-4:30 pm
smarble@mcad.edu

Seed Art; it's a vegetable matter!
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Presenter: Abi Paytoe Gbayee
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 16 • 3:30-4:30 pm
abi_paytoe_gbayee@yahoo.com

Creative Technology Applications for an Efficient Elementary Art Environment
Are you an elementary art teacher who struggles with classroom management,
transitions, and fitting everything into a 45min block? This workshop will introduce creative technology applications to help you streamline your instructional
delivery and transitions while incorporating reading and writing.

Not just for state fairs and plant aficionados, making seed art is for everyone! Grains,
flowers, pods, husks and seeds; let's see what we can make with them. A variety of
techniques and applications can be explored, from mosaics to pointillism, beading &
portraiture. Working with a plant based art form is continuing a vibrant American
folk tradition & fostering ecological consideration & preservation.

How to Apply for & Receive Summer Fellowships for Art Teachers
A number of summer study and travel opportunities exist for art teachers who
are often a welcome addition to academic study groups. Learn how to research
and apply for National Endowment for the Humanities sponsored opportunities.
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Welcome Reception &
Vendor Hall Opening
Thursday 5-7 PM • Peaks 2-5

Ken Vieth
Moving From Ordinary
to Extraordinary
Keynote Speaker
Thursday 7pm • Peak 17

Living Histories
Learn about the project where students interviewed legislators, military leadership, and community members. The interviews became the base for student directed artwork. Students synthesized the stories, elements and principles, and
their choice of media to build a body of work.

Presenter: Connie Stewart
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 17 • 3:30-4:30pm
connie.stewart@unco.edu

Work Sample Assessments????

Presenter: Aleta Blankenship
Fee: 0
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Copper Top 2 • 3:30-4:30pm
lparzych@crayola.com

Champion Creatively Alive Children

This informal discussion provides university supervisors, cooperating teachers and
students time to compare various methods and rubrics used by Colorado Universities to complete the teacher Work Sample required for certification. Please bring materials currently used.

How Art Helps Develop the 21st Century Skills
Forming a Creative Leadership Team increases the entire school's creative capacity
and increases the use of art across the curriculum. Explore what creativity means,
how art builds 21st Century Skills and increases student engagement. Hands-on
activity to be included.

Follow-up Workshop: Creative Visual Problem Solving

Friday Nov 8th at 8:00am

KARAOKE pARTy
at Fall Conference

Thursday

8:30-10:30 PM

Base 9 Bar - Beaver Run Resort

Come Sing Your ART Out!

T h u r s d a y
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Presenter: Deb Rosenbaum
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 15 • 3:30-4:30 pm
deb_rosenbaum@dpsk12.org

One of Michael Cellan's favorites, this project is one that anyone can have success with. A two dimensional process where multiple copies of the same image
are transferred on to a surface, creating a layered look. This project includes
many art standards including emphasis, movement, value, space, rhythm ...and
has a very unique finished look. Recommended for 6th grade and up.

This presentation will focus on a lively collaboration with Mountainside Elementary
School and a arts organization called Concrete Couch. Both organizations partner to
create a two story, literature based Giant Marionette and Art Installation. Images of
the process as well as the drama production, drumming, & celebration will be available.

Presenter: Ramona Lapsley
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Copper Top 3 • 3:30-4:30pm
bluefishmanitou@aol.com

g l a n c e

1:00pm

3:30pm

to

to
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7:50am

9:00am

11:30am

3:00pm

4:30pm

10:00pm

The Potter As Chemist Give your Mad Scientist
Artistic License
Ingrid King
(9:30-11:30)

YAM it up! Revitalizing
Youth Art Month in
Colorado
Justine Sawyer
(1:00-3:00)

Group Process in the
Classroom: Basis for
Increased Success
Linda Tharp Arnn, Ed.D.
(3:30-4:30)

Clay Printmaking Demo
Michael Cellan
(8-10pm)

Art in the Middle Let's Be Real
Patty Jones
(8-9)

Vendor Hall Open (9-5)

Peak 2-5

F r i d a y

a t

a

9:30am

to

Peak 6/7

Peak 9

2 0 1 3
C o n f e r e n c e

Peak 17

Photo Transfers, Pop
Art & Color Harmonies
Ryan Talbot
(1:00-3:00)

The Art of Reading
Abi Paytoe Gbayee
(8-9)

All in all, I Like My
Dragon
Liz Buhr
(9:30-11:30)

Animation Creation
Sara Magley
(8-9)

Taking Photos of
Artwork: Cheap,
Quick & Good
John Tonai
(9:30-11:30)

Eco Art in My
Curriculum ?
Kris Heintz Nelson
(8-9)

Twisted Red Brass
Cuff Bracelet
Gail Siegel
(9:30-11:30)

Blog About It:
Blogging for Inspiration
& Exploration!
Tara Pappas
(8-9)

Transfer to Harlem: a
Mix Media Collage
Photo Transfer Class
Karen Shelton
(9:30-11:30)

Printmaking: Lessons
& Workshop!
Andrea Slusarski
(8-9)

SMART use of
Technology in the Art
Classroom
Jody Chapel
(9:30-11:30)

Wipe & Scratch
MONOTYPE /
MONOPRINT
Sieger Harters
(1:00-3:00)

Creative Visual
Problem Solving.
Ken Vieth
(8-9)

Digital Portfolios
Made Easy

CDE Curriculum /
Assessment Workshop
Part 2
Dale Zalmstra
(9:30-11:30)
Ink+Paper+Plate+
Spontaneity=ART
LIn Takeuchi
(9:30-11:30)

ArtSource Presents:
Theory Loves Practice, Monica & Tyler Aiello
TLP: Educators, Artists, Presenting NASAʼs Art
Researchers
& the Cosmic
Rachael Delaney
Connection Program!
(8-9)
Linda Schmale
(9:30-11:30)

Six Beautiful Things
about the Arts –
How to Support
Administrators in
Assessing Your Work
J. Franklin Horn
(3:30-4:30)
Digital Photography
in Middle School
Dana Orton
(3:30-4:30)

MASTER CLASS smART Collage &
Assemblage Project
Mark Friday
(12:30-4:30)

Block Print
Koinobori
Patrick Fahey
(1:00-3:00)
Secrets from An AP
Reader (Part 2) Tips,
tricks & what you
want to know about
the “layer bias”
Laura Thompson
(1:00-3:00)

MASTER CLASS
The Who, What, When, Where, Why & How
of Childen's Books (8-11:30)
Paul Yalowitz

Adam Laughlin
(8-9)

CpprTp 3

Altered Books (Art &
Literacy)
Nicole Brown
(1:00-3:00)

Clay Looms!
A new approach to
an ancient machine.
Emily Heckman
(3:30-4:30)

Kindergarten Art A-Z
Michelle Taylor
(3:30-4:30)

iPads in the
Classroom
Tara Pappas
(3:30-4:30)
Fair Trade
Amy Kahn
(3:30-4:30)

MASTER CLASS
The Power of Process:
The relationship
between art & artist
Jenna Almond-Williams
(12:00 - 3:00)
Extreme Makeover
Elmo: Exploring Beginning Robotics
Lauren Lehmann
(1:00-3:00)

Glass fusing in your
art room, Tips &
Tricks to getting
started
Beth Morris
(1:00-3:00)

Educator
Effectiveness
Vanessa
Hayes-Quintana
(3:30-4:30)

The Creative
Collagraph Part 1
Alicia McKim
(3:30-4:30)

Gelli Arts Prints:
The Revolutionary
Printing Plate
Jane Thomas
(3:30-4:30)

Friday, November 8
Start the day by waking up the mind and body! Yoga poses are combined with
breathing into a gentle flow for all levels. Bring a yoga mat.

The Who, What, When, Where, Why & How
of Children’s Books

Master Class

We will ask a few questions about Children's books and the default decisions vs.
the conscious decisions. Discuss the process an Illustrator goes through then
do a few exercises dealing with areas such as Illustrator as second voice, character
design and consistency. This will be a combination of discussion and hands on
drawing exercises.

Art in the Middle - Let's Be Real
Focusing on creating a foundation of art skills for middle schoolers, we will share a
successful middle school art studio curriculum as well as present two exemplary
lessons from within the curriculum: low tech sculpture and technology/art history
integrated design.

Tree Art with a Math Twist
Incorporate Math into your Art lessons. Math concepts will include basic sorting and
counting, finding the area and perimeter of rectangles, using a protractor to find the
angles of a triangle, and factor "trees." Who knew Math could be this fun???

Designing 21st Century Thinking: Connecting Learning
Art and design holds a unique role in preparing innovative and balanced 21st century thinkers. Develop successful intelligence using contemporary arts integration
and design thinking mindsets. Balance creativity and innovation with criticality and
practical wisdom. Promote student self-direction, independent thinking!

The Art of Reading
Using children's literature to enhance learning of art concepts. Lots of hands on
book holding and discussion about how to help student make connections to art
through familiar and new literature.

Animation Creation
Art Auction
(8:30-10pm)
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In this iMovie workshop, participants will view student made, stop-action and, clay
animation processes. Participants can make a white board animation. Lesson plans,
resources and, ideas are applicable to any age. If you have a laptop with iMovie
please bring it with you.

Presenter: Vickie Graber
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands-on
Location: Cooper Top 2 • 7 - 7:50am
grabervickie3@gmail.com
Presenter: Paul Yalowitz
Fee: 0
Location: Peak 16
8-11:30am

Presenter:Patricia Jones & Rebecca Fuchs
Fee: 0
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 1 • 8-9am
pattyjones144@hotmail.com
Presenter: Giget Brubacher
Fee: $3
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 6/7 • 8-9am
gbrubacher3@gmail.com
Presenter:Delane Ingalls Vanada, Ph.D.
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 9 • 8-9am
div@comcast.net
Presenter: Abi Paytoe Gbayee
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 10 • 8-9am
abi_paytoe_gbayee@yahoo.com
Presenter: Sara Magley
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 11 • 8-9am
saramagley@yahoo.com

F r i d a y

CpprTp 2

Reading in the 3rd
Dimension
Mike Carroll
(9:30-11:30)

Peak 17

C A E A

Peak 16

Designing 21st Century
Thinking: Connecting
Learning
Delane Ingalis
Vanada, Ph.D.
(8-9)

Conference Schedule
Sunrise Yoga

5:30 - 7:30pm
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Peak 15

Teaching Compostion Connecting with
Cathy Moore
Contemporary Artists
(1:00-3:00)
Annie Henninger
(3:30-4:30)

11:30 - 12:00pm Peaks 6-12

Peak 14

Minbre Decoration on
Clay Coil Bowls!
Kevin Beckstein
(9:30-11:30)

Regional Meetings

Peak 12

Sunrise Yoga with Vickie Graber 7-7:50am Copper Top 2

Peak 11

Tree Art with a
Math Twist
Giget Brubacher
(8-9)

“My way. Your Way?” Finding or maintaining a place for yourself as an artist & teacher Charles Parson

8:00am

to

Peak 1

Peak 10

8:00pm

7:00am

F r i d a y

Presenter: Kris Heintz Nelson
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 12 • 8-9am
kris.heintznelson@unco.edu
Presenter: Tara Pappas
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 14 • 8-9am
taranpappas@yahoo.com
Presenter:Andrea Slusarski & Dana Orton
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 15 • 8-9am
andrea.slusarski@gmail.com
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Can environmental artists inspire you and your students? Can they add interesting interdisciplinary and contemporary ecological approaches to your classroom? This presentation will investigate artists and concepts, and provide K-12
educators with ideas, resources, and best practices for integration.

Reading in the 3rd Dimension

Blog About It: Blogging for Inspiration and Exploration!

All in all, I like my dragon.

We will look at how to make reading and writing more interactive through the
creation of this style of book and learn different techniques of creating "pop-out"
features. At the end, you will take home a "Pop-up" book!

Blogs are not only tools for sharing ideas and lesson plans. They can also help
you define yourself as an artist and educator. This workshop will provide tips for
starting your own blog, as well as maintaining your blog and using it as a tool
to develop creative ideas and inspire an engaging curriculum!

Integration of the visual arts elevates subtleties of the creative process. We will
explore, discover and plan instructional strategies that are powerful tools to teach
instead of simply assign students lessons to Envisioning, Inventing and Creating
through writing and reading.

Printmaking: Tips and Lessons to Take to Your Art Room

Taking Photos of Artwork: Cheap, Quick and Good

Looking for new printmaking ideas? This class has printing examples & information
about the Gelli Monoprinting process. Participants will leave with resources /
new project ideas to take back to the classroom, all levels!

This hands-on workshop will provide the participants with the knowledge and
experience to create a lighting setup in your school that will enable you and your
students to easily light and photograph artwork for a digital portfolio.

Creative Visual Problem Solving.

Twisted Red Brass Cuff Bracelet

Teachers will further understanding the structure of visual problems. Examples
of creative projects for middle and high school will be seen and discussed.

Teachers will see how Travis Ogden makes a twisted cuff bracelet using Red Brass
Wire. This project produces a simple, elegant bracelet. This project teaches students
basic skills in: hammering, shaping, soldering, filing and, polishing. (featured in a
2014 Jewelry Artist magazine!)

Presenter: Adam Laughlin
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Copper Top 2 • 8-9am
Adam.H.Laughlin@gmail.com

Digital Portfolios Made Easy

Transfer to Harlem:

This workshop will show you how to easily make and maintain online digital
portfolios without spending hours organizing photos on your computer. Portfolios are great tools for advocating for your program, qualitative assessment,
student reflections, and collecting artifacts for SB-191.

A Mix Media Collage Photo Transfer Class
You must take the "A" train. Hurry, get on, now it's coming. Listen to those rails
a-thrumming...Take a ride through the paintings of Harlem Renaissance artists
like Romare Bearden. Create a small tribute photo transfer collage. Alternative
Photography!!

Presenter: Rachael Delaney
Talya Dornbush, Anne Thulson
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Copper Top 3 • 8-9am
rdelane3@msudenver.edu

Theory Loves Practice, TLP:

Presenter: Ingrid King
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 1 • 9:30-11:30 am
ingrid@stoneleafpottery.com
Presenter: Kevin Beckstein
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 6/7 • 9:30-11:30 am
kbeckstein@amaco.com

Educators, Artists, Researchers
TLP is a community-based research group of K-12 educators interested in incorporating contemporary art theory with day-to-day instruction. This workshop
will share the research and creative processes these educators used to develop
meaningful integration strategies in their teaching practices.

SMART use of Technology in the Art Classroom
From presentations to virtual tours of art galleries, learn how to make better use of
technology. Whether you have one computer or 30, come away with resources and
hands-on experience by creating a free online portfolio for yourself or your class.

The Potter As Chemist -

CDE Curriculum/Assessment Workshop Part 2

Give your Mad Scientist Artistic License
Pottery success means skills, one is chemistry. This class presents a potter's
overview of the periodic table of elements, a brief over view of glaze chemistry,
as well as a review of what happens when potters fire crazy items.

Build Your Own. Work on organizing unit overview through key connecting concepts, developing unit plans, correlating assessments. Small group work focused on
your needs with many teachers to brainstorm with. Bring personal resources to
work with if you want.

Minbre Decoration on Clay Coil Bowls!

Ink+Paper+Plate+Spontaneity=ART

Celebrate and cross curriculum with the ancient art of Mimbres using 900 year
old decoration designs on today’s clay. Art teacher clay enthusiasts of all levels
will coil build bowls and decorate using AMACO Velvet underglazes. Design
and decorate in the Mimbre style.

Hands on monotype workshop using Akua (soy based) Inks. Participants will create
large format monotypes in a group. This class is based on a Swedish project working
with youth with functional disorders. However, this process is for all ages/all abilities.

Presenter: Mike Carroll
Fee: $2
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 9 • 9:30-11:30 am
mikiebrew@hotmail.com
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Presenter: Liz Buhr
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 10 • 9:30-11:30 am
art@elizabethbuhr.com
Presenter: John Tonai
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Lecture
Location: Peak 11 • 9:30-11:30 am
john.tonai@unco.edu
Presenter: Travis Ogden
Fee: 0
Audience: High Teachers 9-12
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 12 • 9:30-11:30 am
gail@najatools.com
Presenter: Sherri Jones
Fee: $5
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Hands On, Lecture
Location: Peak 14 • 9:30-11:30 am
sherriceri@msn.com
Presenter: Jody Chapel
Fee: 0
Audience: High Teachers 9-12
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 15 • 9:30-11:30 am
jchapel@ecentral.com
Presenter: Karol Gates, Patrick Fahey,
Donna Goodwin, Dale Zalmstra & others
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 17 • 9:30-11:30 am
dzalmstra@cherrysreekschools.org
Presenter: Sara Hanson
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Copper Top 2 • 9:30-11:30 am
lint@meininger.com

F r i d a y

C A E A

C o n f e r e n c e

2 0 1 3

Presenter: KenVieth
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 17 • 8-9am
kvieth@crusoe.net

Eco Art in my Curriculum?

F r i d a y

Presenter: Linda Schmale
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Copper Top 3 • 9:30-11:30 am
lgschmale@q.com

ArtSource Presents: MONICA & TYLER AIELLO

Photo Transfers, Pop Art and Color Harmonies

Presenting NASA’s Art & the Cosmic Connection Program

Teach your students about the History of Pop Art & Color Harmonies. Have them
use this knowledge to create an original work of art employing the Photo Transfer
technique based on Andy Warhol's Celebrity Portraits. Those who attend will learn
the Photo Transfer technique (using Acrylic paints & Super Heavy Gel Medium) &
will make their own Pop Art Photo Transfer with an emphasis on Color Harmony.

The Aiellos will be presenting Art & the Cosmic Connection, an interdisciplinary
program they co-developed with NASA’s Discovery & New Frontiers Programs,
which engages students in creative scientific inquiry. Art & the Cosmic Connection is a robust learning package, which empowers students of all ages to investigate the worlds of our solar system through the lens of visual art. The
program takes learners on a journey through space and introduces planetary
objects in innovative ways. Students become artist explorers as they learn how
to use the Elements of Art – line, shape, color, value, and texture – to investigate and interpret geologic processes. Students explore how art parallels geology to create a beautiful pastel project - honing their observational skills and
learning to interpret the mysterious geologic stories of our celestial neighbors.
Join the Aiellos as they present the program and explore how science inspires
art and art empowers science!

Regional Meetings
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Meet fellow Art Educators from your area, collaborate, discuss concerns and
share ideas! Win Prizes for attending and share your feedback on the conferences and let us know what you would like to learn in the future. North West
and West Central in Peak 12, North Central North East, and Wyoming in Peak 11.
Metro in Peak 6/7. East Central and South East in Peak 10. South Central, South
West and New Mexico in Peak 9.

Come and create an altered book- an art form that uses an old book that is altered into a work of art. Materials, examples, and the techniques of carving,
sculpting, and folding paper will be covered.

Wipe and Scratch MONOTYPE/MONOPRINT
Like Degas we’ll work monotypes in a variety of imaginative ways. We’ll used
rich black ink in some areas, with the image revealed through rag and finger
wiping and reapplication with a brush. Like Degas we’ll build up linear structures positively by painting with a bush or negatively by drawing with a stick to
create white lines on a black ground.

Block Print Koinobori
In Japan, Children's Day is heralded by the appearance of flying fish — carpshaped windsocks known as koinobori. In this workshop presented by Blick Art
Materials, participants block print scales onto fish-shaped pieces of Smart Fab™,
then add details using acrylic paints. Final assembly is a breeze! Safe for outdoor display.

Presenter: Jenna Almond-Williams
Fee: $15
Audience:
Type:
Location: Peak 17 • 12-3 pm

The Power of Process:

Presenter: Mark Friday
Fee: $10
Audience:
Type:
Location: Peak 12 • 12:30-4:30 pm

smART collage and assemblage project

Presenter: Justine Sawyer
Fee: $2
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 1 • 1-3 pm
justine_sawyer@yahoo.com

YAM it up! Revitalizing Youth Art Month in Colorado

Glass fusing in your art room, Tips & Tricks to getting started

Create artwork symbolizing Colorado to use as a sample for our statewide
Youth Art Month artwork competition lesson. Winning student work will be selected in February. Take away advocacy tools, YAM competition lesson plan,
plus YAM participation ideas from across America. Learn how you and your student could win art supplies or a trip to New York!

Hands-on experience in learning the process of fused glass. There will be a discussion covering the process, materials, and equipment needed. Demos on techniques
and each participant will create two pendant sized glass pieces for pick-up the next
day. Presented by D&L Glass

Presenter: Cathy Moore
Fee: $5
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 6/7 • 1-3 pm
cmooreart@msn.com

Teaching Composition

Master Class

The relationship between art and artist
So often consumed by goals & end results we become frustrated & stuck with art
making when our expectations aren't being met. But remembering to be present &
responsive through process can open us up to exciting, unexpected & more powerful
works of art. Join us as we reengage with our work & the powerful act of creating.

Master Class

The students will have an opportunity to create a three dimensional piece of art
from an assortment of wooden pieces using simple joining methods. Upon the
three dimensional structure, the student will incorporate images that pertain to the
smART program. Images of science, math, reading, and technology. The sculptures
can be painted, drawn upon, and collaged with either created of found images.
The resulting works of art will be painted, dimensional sculptures adorned with
images of science, math reading and technology.

Using the Rule of Thirds, Golden Mean, and Fibonacci Number System, you will
create compositions from a still life and landscape photos. These time-tested
rules insure that your students' paintings and photos will be compositional successful. You will be able to use watercolor, acrylic, pastel, or colored pencil to
complete your art work. Lesson plan and handouts will be available.

Secrets from An AP Reader (Part 2)
Tips, tricks and what you want to know about the "layer bias"
Bring your AP student artwork and learn to grade like a Reader! I'll show photographs of SLC June 2013 reading, and ideas from the last year. Find out how to improve your kids scores!

Extreme Makeover Elmo:
Exploring Beginning Robotics
Select a used mechanical Elmo and remove the red fur to reveal the basic robot
underneath. Using supplied found objects, hot glue guns, drills, nuts and bolts,
gadgets, stuff and other materials, transform your Elmo into another being!

Group Process in the Classroom:

Basis for Increased Success
Understanding and applying the principles of group process in the classroom is
basic to building a healthy climate, personal relationships, enhanced creativity and
greater achievement. This makes the difference between classes that are "ho-hum"
and "WOW!" Participants learn the elements and flow of group dynamics and how
to facilitate the direction and achieve the benefits of this process.
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Presenter: Jennie Hunter & Linda Krug
Fee: $5
Audience: High Teachers 9-12
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 10 • 1-3 pm
nicole_krug@hotmail.com
Presenter: Sieger Hartgers
Fee: $5
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 11 • 1-3 pm
siegerhartgers@sprintmail.com
Presenter: Julie Swanson Davis
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 14 • 1-3 pm
j.davis@dickblick.com
Presenter: Laura Thompson
Fee: 0
Audience: High Teachers 9-12
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 15 • 1-3 pm
lthompso@jeffco.k12.co.us
Presenter: Lauren Lehmann &
Dave Lehmann
Fee: $5
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 2 • 1-3 pm
LLehmann@wpsdk12.org
Presenter: Beth Morris
Fee: $2
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 3 • 1-3 pm
morris_beth@svvsd.org
Presenter: Linda Tharp Arnn, Ed.D.
Fee: $1
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 1 • 3:30-4:30 pm
lindatharp@comcast.net

F r i d a y

C A E A

C o n f e r e n c e

2 0 1 3

Location: Peak 6-12 • 11:30-12 noon

Altered Books (Art and Literacy)

Presenter: Ryan Talbot
Fee: $10
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 9 • 1-3 pm
rytalb@gmail.com

F r i d a y

Presenter: Annie Henninger
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 6/7 • 3:30-4:30 pm
ahenninger@aspenartmuseum.org

Connecting with Contemporary Artists

The Creative Collagraph Part 1

This session will introduce Open Studio, an online resource developed by the Aspen
Art Museum to make contemporary arts education accessible to educators by offering a collection of classroom activities created by noted international artists. Session
includes a hands-on component.

Discover new ways of expression with this versatile and exciting printmaking
medium. Participants will explore the richness of texture and color unique to
the Collagraph process, while learning basic intaglio printmaking techniques,
and resources for materials.

Presenter: Emily Heckman
Fee: 0
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 9 • 3:30-4:30 pm
eheckman@wpsdk12.org

Clay Looms! A new approach to an ancient machine.

Gelli Arts Prints:

Build your own loom using clay, oil pastels, india ink, and yarn! A lesson that
ties in history, mathematics, and art making.

The Revolutionary Printing Plate
We discovered this process at NAEA and loved it so much we couldn't help but share!
This unique Gel Printing Plate looks and feels like gelatin. Monoprinting on a Gelli
plate is simple and fun. The gratification is immediate, and the prints are too cool!

Presenter: J Franklin Horn
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 10 • 3:30-4:30 pm
jfhorn@aps.k12.co.us

Six Beautiful Things about the Arts –

Clay Printmaking Demo

Presenter: Dana Orton & Andrea Slusarski
Fee: 0
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 11 • 3:30-4:30 pm
dorton@d49.org
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Presenter: Tara Pappas
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 15 • 3:30-4:30 pm
taranpappas@yahoo.com

Digital Photography in Middle School
Using point and click cameras, we have developed a program in which every
student can be successful. We will walk you through the basics, digital assignments, and digital darkroom techniques. All this and it's budget friendly too.

Want to create something new and unique? Come see a Demo of Clay Printmaking.
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Presenter: Robin Wolfe & Jane Thomas
Fee: $2
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 3 • 3:30-4:30 pm
justplaynjane@q.com
Presenter: Michael Cellan
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Location: Peak 1 • 8-10pm
lparzych@crayola.com

Charles Parson
My Way. Your Way?

Kindergarten Art A-Z
Teaching art to kindergarten using the theme of the alphabet...An art lesson for
each letter using literature, an art theme or technique to correlate with each
letter. For example--P--pointillism, pigs, paint, and pink!!!!

iPads in the Classroom
iPads are the perfect tool for reinforcing concepts and techniques in the art
room! This workshop provides tips and lesson plan ideas for incorporating
iPads into art curricula.

Presenter: Amy Kahn
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 16 • 3:30-4:30 pm
amygkahn@gmail.com

Fair Trade

Presenter: Vanessa Hayes-Quintana
& Liz Buhr
Fee: $1
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 17 • 3:30-4:30 pm
sayhayes@mac.com

Educator Effectiveness

The theme of this workshop is art as a business in global society. Students learn
about socio- economic status’ while making up-cycled jewelry. After making
up-cycled jewelry you will participate in a role playing activity as artists, wholesalers and consumers.
Show your administrator what you are doing and how you are doing it without
reinventing the wheel. Seamlessly integrate a data and artifact collection system. Manage formative and summative assessment information that supports
student achievement and your sanity.

Finding or Maintaining a Place for Yourself as an
Artist and Teacher

Keynote Speaker Friday 5:30pm • Peak 17
Follow-up Workshop: Installation Workshop Saturday Nov 9th at 10:30am

CAEA Art Auction at
Fall Conference
Friday 8:30 - 10:30pm in Copper Top 3
Join us for an evening of fun with friends and fund raising. CAEA will provide
appetizers and cocktails while you peruse the donated art works from our fellow
educators, that will be up for auction to raise funds for our teacher and student
teacher scholarships.

F r i d a y

C A E A

C o n f e r e n c e

2 0 1 3

Presenter: Michelle Taylor
Fee: 0
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 14 • 3:30-4:30 pm
taylormichelle22@yahoo.com

How to Support Administrators in Assessing Your Work
The new Educator Effectiveness format has not been geared toward arts educators. Principals often do not know how to assess us or even how to view our
classrooms. This workshop will explore ways in which you can be proactive and
articulate as you support your administrator in your own assessment.

Presenter: Alicia McKim
Fee: $5
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 2 • 3:30-4:30 pm
amckim@rmcad.edu
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Using Technology in
the Ceramic Arts
Jenny Gawronski
(9-10)

Peak 1

Peak 2-5

Vendor Hall Open (9-1)

Peak 6/7

Henna Tattoos in the
Classroom
Pam Farris
(9-10)

Peak 8

Fort Lewis College Art
Department: Send
your art students to the
campus in the sky
Anthony Holmquist
(9-10)

Peak 9

2 0 1 3

Division Meetings
High School
(4-4:30)

MASTER CLASS
Narrative Portraits in Clay (1:30 - 4:30)
Penney Bidwell

Organizing Your Middle
School Curriculum:
Installation Workshop
Strength through
Charles Parson
UBDs & Common
(10:30-12:30)
Assessment.
Andrea Slusarski
(9-10)

Drawing as Drawing
Upon: Word, Text,
Ideation & Expression
Kris Heintz Nelson
(1:30-2:30)

Content Integration:
Division Meetings
How to collaborate,
create & invent through Museum Education
science & art
(4-4:30)
Delanie Holton
(3:00-4:00)

Fishy Business &
Wallpaper Camouflage Kaleidoscope 2 projects in one
Nancy Deveno
workshop
(9-10)
Karen Shelton
(10:30-12:30)

Understanding Teaching:
How Pre-service Art
Education Students Use
Blogs to Reflect on
Teaching
Patrick Fahey
(1:30-2:30)

https://WWW:
World Wide WonderMaking the Standards
Meaningful!
Patrick Fahey
(3:00-4:00)

Hey Art Teachers,
Thereʼs an IPad App
for That !
Neil Virani
(9-10)

YAM it up! Revitalizing
Youth Art Month in Colorado
Justine Sawyer
(10:30-12:30)

MASTER CLASS
Using Resin (1:30 - 4:30)
Kym Bloom

Mapping New Terrain:
Arts Applied
Connie Stewart
(9-10)

Scholastics Art &
Writing Competition
Sneak Peak
Jennie Hunter
(10:30-12:30)

Using Books to Make
Your Point!
Abi Paytoe Gbayee
(1:30-2:30)

Demystifying the
Art Standards
Anne Thulson
(9-10)

Teaching about
Sustainability in Art
& Technology
Kim Walter
(3:00-4:00)

TAB Colorado Open Discussion
Dale Zalmstra
(10:30-12:30)

Using Eco-Art to
Increase Creativity &
Self Understanding
Linda
Tharp Arnn, Ed.D.
(1:30-2:30)

Choice-Based Art +
Studio Habits of Mind
+ SB191
Dale Zalmstra
(3:00-4:00)

Piece it Together:
-Recycled gift cards
turned into a beautiful
mosaic
Cindy Migliaccio
(10:30-12:30)

e-Portfolios as
a Platform for
Metacognitive
Learning
Laura Cronen
(1:30-2:30)

Get DAM SMART:
Connecting with Art
Through Technology
Ellen Spangler
(3:00-4:00)

Cereal Thrillers:
Thinking outside the
Cheerios box!

Approximate
Perspective concepts for
organizing pictures

Jane Thomas
(10:30-12:30)

Ann Cunningham
(1:30-2:30)

Vinyl Record Bowls
Dana Orton
(3:00-4:00)

Moving From the Margins to the Center:
Fundamental Strategies That Forge Sustainable PARTNERSHIPS

Art Advocacy Breakfast
Saturday 8:00am • Peak 17
Follow-up Workshop: Diversity & Culturally Competent Practice Saturday 10:30am

Introduction to Woodcut Printmaking

Master Class

Learn how to create an original print using the oldest printmaking method –
woodcut printmaking. All of the steps of the process will be covered to result in
a finished print - How to properly plan an image, transfer it to the wood, carving, inking and printing the block on to paper.

Using Technology in the Ceramic Arts
This workshop will explore how contemporary ceramic artists use technology in
their artwork. We will begin with a lecture to learn about the variety of methods of
technology use in the ceramic arts. After evaluating this information, we brainstorm
how these techniques could be used to inspire future art education lessons.

Henna Tattoos in the Classroom
How could you use henna in the classroom? Come find out, use some henna and
take a little home to play with.

Fort Lewis College Art Department Send your art students students to the campus in the sky
Learn about the Fort Lewis College Art Department! This department offers a
vibrant and engaging program designed for both students who plan careers in
art and those who want to expand their knowledge of the visual world.

SOS!! Make your first few years the best!
Division Meetings
Students &
Pre-Service Teachers
(4-4:30)

Do you wish you knew right now, what all of those experienced teachers took years
to figure out? You”ll get the low down in a discussion covering the finer details of
how to enhance the quality of your first teaching years.

Presenter: Theresa Haberkorn
Fee: $15
Audience:
Type:
Location: Peak 9 • 8-12 noon
Presenter: Jenny Gawronski
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 1 • 9-10am
jennygawronski@adams.edu
Presenter: Pam Farris
Fee: $2
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 6/7 • 9-10am
arcadiademedina@juno.com
Presenter: Anthony Holmquist &
Andrea Martens
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 8 • 9-10am
holmquisttony@hotmail.com
Presenter: Vanessa Hayes-Quintana
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 10 • 9-10am
sayhayes@mac.com

S a t u r d a y

Alicia McKim
(9-10)

CpprTp 3

Interrupted Process:
Learn about the 2013
CAEA exhibit &
prepare for the 2015.
Talya Dornbush
(10:30-12:30)

Dreamers & Dadaists:
Exploring the “Essence”
of Young Artists
Barth Quenzer
(3:00-4:00)

Copper Top 3

C o n f e r e n c e

PERA 101: The
Fundamentals of Your
Colorado PERA
Retirement Benefits
Gordon Steuck
(1:30-2:30)

9:00 - MIDNIGHT

C A E A

Art-inspired Writing &
SOS!! Make your first Writing-inspired Art:
An Arts-Integrated
few years the best!
Approach
Vanessa
Mike McCarthy
Hayes-Quintana
(10:30-12:30)
(9-10)

Presenter: Vickie Graber
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands-on
Location: Cooper Top 2 • 7 - 7:50am
grabervickie3@gmail.com

Wanda B. Knight

Division Meetings
Middle School
(4-4:30)

CASINO ROYALE PARTY

CpprTp 2

Give your metal an
TAB Confused?
electrical charge!
Discuss the Nuts &
Bolts of Beginning TAB. Anodizing Titanium
Amy Kahn
Jenny Wise Weich
(3:00-4:00)
(1:30-2:30)

Creative Collagraph
Part 2

Start the day by waking up the mind and body! Yoga poses are combined with
breathing into a gentle flow for all levels. Bring a yoga mat.

Peaks 15 - 17

Peak 17

Sunrise Yoga

Division Meetings
Retired (Peak 8)
(4-4:30)

MASTER CLASS
Introduction to Woodcut Printmakeing (9-12)
Theresa Haberkorn

The Art of Survival
Amy Turino
(9-10)

Division Meetings
Elementary (peak 6/7)
(4-4:30)

6:00 - 8:00pm

Peak 16

Creativity Across the
Curriculum
Steven Aishman
(3:00-4:00)

Copper Top 2
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Peak 15

preArtgebra
Abbie Mahlin
(1:30-2:30)
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Saturday, November 9

Division Meetings
Higher Education
(4-4:30)

4:30 - 6:00pm

Peak 14

Arts Advocacy Breakfast with Wanda B. Knight 8-9am Peak 17

Peak 12

Sunrise Yoga with Vickie Graber 7-7:50am Copper Top 2

Peak 11

Diversity & Culturally
Competent Practice
Wanda Knight
(10:30-12:30)

El Anatsui
Whatʼs your Fortune ? Community Cloth
Angela Alexander
Georgia Rowswell
(1:30-2:30)
(3:00-4:00)

Conference Schedule

CAEA Awards Banquet

Peak 10

Using plaster & clay
to create stamps for
wet clay
Mike Lemke
(10:30-12:30)

4:00pm

ART MART Lauren Lehmann

S a t u r d a y

a t

a

7:00am
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The Art of Survival

Art-inspired Writing and Writing-inspired Art:

Creatures of the wild depend on their camouflage for survival. Come explore the art
of Collagraph Printing and learn ways to use it in an interdisciplinary art unit that ties
life science explorations of survival, natural selection and facts about wildlife into a
fun engaging project for students.

An Arts-Integrated Approach
Participants will experience a process using art images as an entry point to narrative
writing, and vice versa. Add storytelling & drama & leave with lessons that can easily
be adapted & with increased confidence & competence in arts integration.

Presenter:Andrea Slusarski & Dana Orton
Fee: 0
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 12 • 9-10am
andrea.slusarski@gmail.com

Organizing Your Middle School Curriculum:

Presenter: Nancy Deveno
Fee: $4
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 14 • 9-10am
ndeveno@medfield.mec.edu

Wallpaper Camouflage

Presenter: Neil Virani
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 15 • 9-10am
neil.k.virani@gmail.com

Hey Art Teachers, There's an iPad App for That!

Presenter: Connie Stewart
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 16 • 9-10am
connie.stewart@unco.edu
Presenter: Alicia McKim
Fee: $5
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 2 • 9-10am
amckim@rmcad.edu

Mapping New Terrain: Arts Applied

Presenter: Anne Thulson
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Copper Top 3 • 9-10am
athulson@msudenver.edu

Demystifying the Art Standards

Presenter: Mike Lemke
Fee: $5 Audience: (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 1 • 10:30-12:30pm
michael.lemke@unco.edu

Using plaster and clay to create stamps for wet clay

Presenter: Wanda Knight
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 6/7 • 10:30-12:30pm

Diversity and Culturally Competent Practice

Strength through UBDs & Common Assessment.
Worried about how to structure your MS/HS Curriculum? This workshop provides teacher created lessons,
rubrics, and handouts on developing your curriculum tied to state and CTE standards. Come meet with other
MS/HS teachers to discuss how organization will help improve student gain and program strength.
This workshop will assist teachers in understanding how to mix colors to match
with wallpaper swatch. Extending line from the swatch in creating a final work
of art where the swatch is hidden or camouflaged. Discussion of the word
"camouflage", including living and man-made items.
We’ll begin with painting and sketching apps and move to various instructional
art apps that engage students. Learn how to create digital artwork, check for
understanding, differentiate instruction, and create digital portfolios. You'll
leave understanding iPads belong in your classroom!
This presentation will demonstrate how UNC’s Center for Integrated Arts Education is redefining integrated and integrative arts education using contemporary arts practices. Specific artists, ideas and lesson ideas will show how arts
education can address current ecological and cultural issues.

The Creative Collagraph Part 2
Discover new ways of expression with this versatile and exciting printmaking
medium. Participants will finish projects begun on Friday.

Are the 4 art standards boldly posted on your classroom wall, but some of the
grade level expectations still vague in your mind? This interactive workshop offers practical tools to grasp the meaning of the K-12 standards' grade level expectations and ways to design instruction and assessment around them.
This hands on workshop will explore several techniques for creating stamps. We
will be pouring and carving plaster in order to create multiple stamps with clay.
The plaster and clay can be used to create texture on wet clay.
Culturally different learners bring to school diverse histories, cultural perspectives, unique patterns of experience, and various styles and approaches to learning and organizing information. Consequently, there may
be a mismatch between these learners’ circumstances and needs and the teacher’s capacity, or willingness
to accept, accommodate or respond in ways that support and enable them to maximize their social, emotional, and intellectual growth and development. As a result of this cultural mismatch, various learners are
placed at-risk, and are more likely to fail to complete, or benefit from their schooling in a manner that ensures that they have the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and confidence to compete in a global marketplace.
This presentation focuses on strategies for working more effectively with learners from culturally distinct
groups representing various exceptionalities, ability levels, religions, sexual identities, races, and ethnicities.

Interrupted Process:
Learn about the 2013 CAEA exhibit & prepare for the 2015
How do we lay foundation for transformative work? Does the work follow? Where
do we look to rejuvenate if we stall? How do we cultivate growth in our
studios/classrooms? What might happen if the process was interrupted? Come play
with the Center for Visual Art.

Installation Workshop
Going through initially a series of exercises to read and investigate a room and or space in
sight, sound, space, physicality as well as intention and design, resulting in a context will
be a starting point. The participants will also be given opportunity to develop or discover
additional options in using this skill that they might use in the future, as a point of departure either in their own work or in a class situation. An emphasis of the application of one
element, (LINE) will be then integrated into this hands-on exploration. Then breaking into
two groups, the participants will create and evaluate each other’s actual installation works,
made on site, using their new-found awareness of everything as an art material and a
heightened awareness of Place. A linear emphasis will be utilized so each participant in
this session should bring a quantity of one linear material (String, rubber bands, wire,
lasers, spaghetti, etc.). Appropriate outdoor clothing should be readily available as a portion of this workshop may end up outside of the building.

Fishy Business & Kaleidoscope 2 projects in one workshop
Create without using a brush losing yourself in a kaleidoscope of colors, bold
lines and symmetrical shapes and patterns.
Fishy business incorporates fibers to create texture with natural form and
rhythm. Hands on projects that require a kiln for firing.

YAM it up! Revitalizing Youth Art Month in Colorado
Create artwork symbolizing Colorado to use as a sample for our statewide Youth Art
Month artwork competition lesson. Winning student work will be selected in February. Take away advocacy tools, YAM competition lesson plan, plus YAM participation
ideas from across America.

Scholastics Art and Writing Competition Sneak Peak
Get a behind the scenes look at Scholastics; learning valuable information on submitting student artwork, judging criteria, categories, and a get sneak peak into our
new mentorship program for students - where students can be paired with working
Colorado artists.

TAB Colorado - Open Discussion
A time to discuss choice-based art education for BOTH those who are implementing
some degree of choice-based art and for those who are curious and have questions.
Let's brainstorm how to make our art programs better and work.

Presenter: Michael McCarthy, Ph.D.
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 10 • 10:30-12:30pm
mmccart1@lesley.edu
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Presenter: Talya Dornbush & Cecily Cullen
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 11 • 10:30-12:30pm
talyadornbush@gmail.com
Presenter: Charles Parson
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type:
Location: Peak 12 • 10:30-12:30pm
jennygawronski@adams.edu

Presenter: Mayco
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 14 • 10:30-12:30pm
kshelton@maycocolors.com
Presenter: Justine Sawyer
Fee: $2
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 15 • 10:30-12:30pm
justine_sawyer@yahoo.com
Presenter: Pam Starck & Jennie Hunter
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 16 • 10:30-12:30pm
JohannaRHunter@hotmail.com
Presenter: Dale Zalmstra
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 17 • 10:30-12:30pm
dzalmstra@cherrycreekschools.org

S a t u r d a y
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Presenter: Amy Turino & Angie Willsea
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 11 • 9-10am
amy@raftcolorado.org

S a t u r d a y

Presenter: Cindy Migliaccio
Fee: $5
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 2 •10:30-12:30pm
chmigliaccio@gmail.com
Presenter: Jane Thomas
Fee: $1
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 3 • 10:30-12:30pm
justplaynjane@q.com

Piece it Together
Recycled gift cards turned into a beautiful mosaics
This Mosaic art project not only integrates Colorado Performance Based Art Standards but
it is "green" art lesson. Artists/ art educators problem solve daily while creating & brainstorming. This class offers a well rounded lesson plan & materials to make your own gift
card mosaic example. The end results you will get are gorgeous & great for any age level.

Cereal Thrillers:
Thinking outside the Cheerios box!
Create a Keith Haring inspired 3-D figure using inexpensive and recycled materials. Bridge the gap between 2-D art and Sculpture with this non-threatening
but exciting project. Keep it quick and simple for an Elementary classroom or
integrate surface decoration, pattern, and color theory in your Middle and High
School classes to create absolute masterpieces!

Narrative Portraits in Clay

Master Class

Participants will create a human head in clay using coil and pinch methods.
There will be a discussion of various finishing techniques. Participants will be
encouraged to include personal symbols and narratives.

Presenter: Penney Bidwell
Fee: 0
Location: Peak 11
1:30-4:30pm

PERA 101:
The Fundamentals of Your Colorado PERA Retirement Benefits
Learn how your PERA benefit is calculated, how it coordinates with Social Security,
what your benefit options are, what insurance benefits are available through PERA
retirement, about the features of the PERA 401(k) Plan, and much more.

Drawing as Drawing Upon:
Word, Text, Ideation and Expression
This session is a one-year follow-up exploring innovative teaching strategies introduced in a drawing I class. Investigate what happens when students are encouraged to develop unique ideas and create expressive imagery. Practices include
integrating technology, multi-media, concept maps and collaboration.

Understanding Teaching:
How Pre-service Art Education Students Use Blogs to Reflect on Teaching
In this presentation CSU pre-service art education students share their approaches
and techniques in using blogs to get students to consider their artmaking practice
as well as how they use blogs to reflect on their own teaching.

Using Books to Make Your Point!

Master Class

Using Resin

In this class you will learn the basics of working with a two-part epoxy resin.
Resin can be used as a coating, as well as for creating jewelry and mixed-media
artwork. You will learn how to properly and safely work with resin, proper mix-

Presenter: Kym Bloom
Fee: $20
Location: Peak 15
1:30-4:30pm

ing techniques, adding color dyes and pigments and how to get a smooth sur-

Using Eco-Art to Increase Creativity & Self Understanding

face with no bubbles. You will have two finished pieces at the end of the class --

Participants learn and practice the basics of eco-art and related activities that stimulate
creativity, deepen appreciation of nature, and increase self understanding. Participants create a project(s) from natural materials and then apply positive communication skills to reflect on and develop insights about the project and themselves.

a small canvas piece and a jewelry piece. The pieces will need 24 hours to dry

Presenter: Jill Day
Fee: $5
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 1 • 1:30-2:30pm
ang@pentacats.com
Presenter: Abbie Mahlin
Fee: $1
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Hands On
Location: Peak 6/7 • 1:30-2:30pm
amtarr@hotmail.com
Presenter: Jenny Wise Weich &
Dawn Ringenbach
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 9 • 1:30-2:30pm
magentapainter@gmail.com

What's your Fortune?

e-Portfolios as a Platform for Metacognitive Learning

In this workshop, participants will create a textured clay fortune cookie that can
be taken home and fired. Get SmART with the literacy tie-in ideas that will be
presented to go along with this fun and easy project.

This presentation will examine how online digital portfolios provide a platform to
promote students’ metacognitive skills and direct their learning. The use of digital
portfolios as a process for learning has the potential to increase autonomy, experimentation and, allow the student to tell the story of their learning; to be metacognitive about their work.

preArtgebra

Approximate Perspective -

Easy one session art explorations creating painted representations of equations, proportions, ratios and percents using principles of design. Also geometric concepts through the use of value and light and tessellations. Suggestions
for software ideas integrating the languages of art and math.

Concepts for organizing pictures
Approximate Perspective is a technique developed over the last 15 years to teach
my students at the Colorado Center for the Blind how pictures work. It works for
everyone even kids! This is an experience you won't soon forget.

TAB Confused?
Discuss the Nuts and Bolts of Beginning TAB.
Let's discuss how we run a shared TAB classroom: 2 teachers, different days, different methods. A Discussion with Two TAB Teachers: Experienced and Beginner. We want to hear how your TAB journey is going and share our experiences.

El Anatsui Community Cloth
Based on the metal sheet hangings of Ghanaian sculptor El Anatsui, the community
cloth uses recycled card stock weight papers gathered from everyday life & my local
printer's scrap bin. The paper can be altered by overpainting, crayon rubbings , personal
text etc. or just used as found. Individual pieces are joined together with gold twist ties.
Class participants can put their name in a drawing to win the finished, collaborative art
piece. The lucky winner has a great piece for a kick off display for the new school year!
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Presenter: Kris Heintz Nelson &
Connie Stewart
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 12 • 1:30-2:30pm
kris.heintznelson@unco.edu
Presenter: Patrick Fahey, Mary Bozelli,
Becca Ment & Brooke Stanke
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Peak 14 • 1:30-2:30pm
patrick.fahey@colostate.edu
Presenter: Abi Paytoe Gbayee
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 16 • 1:30-2:30pm
abi_paytoe_gbayee@yahoo.com
Presenter: Linda Tharp Arnn Ed.D.
Fee: $2
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 17 • 1:30-2:30pm
lindatharp@comcast.net
Presenter: Laura Cronen & Patrick Fahey
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Copper Top 2 • 1:30-2:30pm
lcronen@psdschools.org
Presenter: Ann Cunningham
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive
Location: Copper Top 3 • 1:30-2:30pm
Ann@SensationalBooks.com
Presenter: Georgia Rowswell
Fee: $1
Audience:
Type:
Location: Peak 1 • 3-4pm

S a t u r d a y
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so you will be able to pick them up the following day.
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Ways to use children's literature to enhance your curriculum and build connections
for your students. Explore ways of helping students learn to read art through the
tools they gain learning to read books. Come and look through some familiar and
some not so familiar books during the workshop.

Presenter: Gordon Steuck
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 10 • 1:30-2:30pm
gsteuck@copera.org

S a t u r d a y
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C A E A

Presenter: Amy Kahn
Fee: $5
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive
Location: Peak 9 • 3 - 4pm
akahn@dcsdk12.org

Creativity Across the Curriculum
Up-cycling old vinyl records into functional pieces of artwork can be quick and easy.
You will learn all the preparation and supplies need to do this simple project in your
classroom and take home an example.

Presenter: Dana Orton
Fee: $3
Audience: Middle Teachers 6-9
Type: Hands On
Location: Copper Top 3 • 3-4pm
dorton@d49.org

Give your metal an electrical charge! Anodizing Titanium

Division Meetings

Location: Various • 4-4:30pm

Incorporate color theory, pattern and science in a sculpture or jewelry project.
Learn the science of anodizing titanium while teaching art theory.

Collaborate with Educators across the state teaching at your level. Discuss opportunities to expand beyond the classroom. Elementary in Peak 6/7. Middle School in
Peak 9. High School in Peak 10. Higher Education in Peak 1. Museum Education in
Peak 12. Retired in Peak 8. Students and Pre-Service Teachers in Copper Top 3.

Students today need to learn the skills of creativity and how creative skills can
be applied directly to what they are learning in all of their classes, not just art
classes. This lecture/workshop is designed to support the integration of creativity
across the curriculum.

Presenter: Barth Quenzer
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 10 • 3 - 4pm
barthquenzer@gmail.com

Dreamers and Dadaists:

Presenter: Delanie Holton
Fee: 0
Audience: Elementary Teachers 1-5
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 12 • 3 - 4pm
delanieholton@hotmail.com

Content Integration-

Presenter: Patrick Fahey
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 14 • 3 - 4pm
patrick.fahey@colostate.edu

https://WWW: World Wide Wonder-

Presenter: Kim Walter
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Peak 16 • 3 - 4pm
kwalter@jeffco.k12.co.us

Teaching about Sustainability in Art and Technology

Presenter: Dale Zalmstra
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 17 • 3 - 4pm
dzalmstra@cherrycreekschools.org
Presenter: Ellen Spangler
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Lecture
Location: Copper Top 2 • 3 - 4pm
espangler@denverartmuseum.org

Exploring the "Essence" of Young Artists
What is the “essence” of young artists from Kindergarten to 5th grade? This is a
visual journey into the unique, developmental attributes of young artists
through photography and film. See how asking this question has changed one
visual arts teacher’s curriculum in profound ways
How to collaborate, create and invent through science and art
We've all been asked to integrate reading and writing and math into our classes. I
will share with you my experience integrating art and creative content into the k-3
curriculum and in turn collaborating positively with classroom teachers to develop a
thematic approach to arts education. We now have students who are able to
transfer, connect, and be inspired to make art by the natural world.

Vinyl Record Bowls
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ART MART at
Fall Conference
Saturday 4:30 - 6:00pm in Copper Top 2
Think community yard sale & craft show. Sell art supplies, books,
media, crafts, artwork, jewelry, art objects, seconds, lesson plans,
samples, assessments, costumes, reproductions, interesting
miscellaneous materials, fabric, tools, containers, organizers, decorative
pieces, flea market finds, & unique items art teachers want!

Making the Standards Meaningful!
This presentation will demonstrate how to make connections to the visual arts
standards across disciplines. Resources will be provided as participants react
and brainstorm possible ways to link science, technology, literature and social
sciences to art.

Google SketchUp can be a powerful tool for designing. This presentation will discuss student learning using Google SketchUp from a sustainable home project with
middle school students. Samples of student work and the lesson plan will be provided. Math and science concepts are easily integrated into this unit. It will also discuss the use of professionals to guide lessons and work with students

Choice-Based Art + Studio Habits of Mind + SB191
Continuing to navigate educator effectiveness and documenting student
growth while seeking to empower students! OMG! Looking at the new "Studio
Thinking 2," 2nd edition, as a lens to focus our work.

Get DAM SMART:
Connecting with Art Through Technology
The Denver Art Museum is experimenting with and implementing new technology
to achieve our main goal, reaching teachers and students whether they visit us at
the museum or virtually. Find out what we have discovered from this process.

When Lunch Time Rolls Around, Don’t Forget!
Skywalk Market is offering conference attendees an $8 Lunch Special
with several options like salads, pizza, sandwiches and soups.

S a t u r d a y
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Presenter: Steven Aishman
Fee: 0
Audience: General audience (All)
Type: Hands On, Interactive, Lecture
Location: Peak 6/7 • 3 - 4pm
saishman@scad.edu

Awards Banquet
CAEA

Fall Conference
Saturday Night Bash

Please join us as we recognize our amazing CAEA award recipients.

Saturday 6-8 PM • Peak 15-17

C A E A

C o n f e r e n c e
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Don’t
forget
Next Year’s
CAEA
Fall
Conference
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Where Art
Comes From

DESIGN YOUR OWN

MASTER OF ARTS DEGREE

n at

get yo
Work with your faculty advisor to design your own Master
of Arts degree and focus on subjects that matter most to you.
Discover painting, sculpture, graphic design and more.
> Accredited by the Higher Learning Commission and a member
of the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
> Accelerated 8-week terms offered as evening courses, weekend intensives and directed study
> Honored by the Council for Adult and Experiential Learning
(CAEL) with a national award of excellence in innovation and
service to adult learners

GET STARTED TODAY!
> Multiple start dates throughout the year
> Applications due two weeks prior to start date

Oct 9-12, 2014
Beaver Run Resort
in Breckenridge

caeaco.org
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BE INFLUENTIAL.

COLORADO

> 800.944.7667

y
a
d
r
u
t
Sa
t
a
h
t
9
Nov
9:00pm

> CPS.Regis.edu/beinfluential

go to www.caeaco.org for more details

g l a n c e

Conference Schedule

Sunday, November 10
9:00am
to

Peak 9

Peak 11

Peak 12

(location TBD)

S u n d a y

Peak 6/7

Breakfast with the President
- Robin Wolfe 8-9am

a t

a

12:00pm
Representative
Council Meeting
(9-1)
MASTER CLASS
Draped Vessel
Georgia Rowswell
(9-12)

Conference Clean-up
1:00pm - 2:00pm

MASTER CLASS
Photoshop
Introduction and
Essentials
Joshua LeConey
(9-12)

When Lunch Time Rolls Around, Don’t Forget!
Skywalk Market is offering conference attendees an $8 Lunch Special
with several options like salads, pizza, sandwiches and soups.

MASTER CLASS
Letting Go in Order to
Grow
Kristian Gosar
(9-12)

Draped Vessel

Master Class

The class will focus on sheet forming, surface manipulation and embellishment.
The sheets will be used to form a large circular piece that will then be draped
over a form, creating a fluted, bowl like vessel when dry.

2 0 1 3

Photoshop Introduction and Essentials

This class will focus on some basics and essentials of Photoshop. We'll spend
time making selections and talk about how they work and why they are so important to the program. We'll also mention manipulating selections: copying,
cutting, pasting and transforming. Our end result will be a digital take on the
collage. We'll go even further with digital imagery and talk about resolution
and how to make it work for you!

C A E A

C o n f e r e n c e

Letting Go in Order to Grow
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Master Class

Master Class

This class will explore the fine line between developing a foundation while
allowing freedom to take chances to express oneself. You will be exposed to
projects that help release the anxiety of drawing and open up avenues to
allow growth to happen.

Presenter: Georgia Rowswell
Fee: $10
Location: Peak 9 • 9-12 noon

Presenter: Joshua LeConey
Fee: 0
Location: Peak 11 • 9-12 noon

Presenter: Kristian Gosar
Fee: $15
Location: Peak 12 • 9-12 noon

BREAKFAST WITH THE PRESIDENT

SUNDAY 8:00-9 AM
See Registration Desk for Location

NEED A RECEIPT?
Bring this page to each workshop & write in the fee amount. If necessary, have a workshop leader
sign for payment received. Stop by the hospitality table any time to get an official CAEA stamp.

Davis
Davis Digital
Digital

K–12
K
–12 eBooks,
eBooks, e
ePortfolios,
Portfolios, and
and mor
more!
e!

The ALL- NEW Davis Digital is much more than eBooks. It’s a digital platform and environment created by and
for ar t educators. Students and teachers can access Davis Digital from any computer with an Internet connection.
With Davis Digital eBooks you have full access to
Student Books, Teacher ’s Editions, and Reproducible
Masters. With each eBook you can zoom in on any
image up to 30 0%, view thumbnails of ever y page,
easily search the contents, and share lessons.
Each purchase of Davis Digital eBooks includes:
ePor tfolios, a Curriculum Builder, and access
to thousands of Fine Ar t Images.
For more information contact your sales representative,
Orlando Arredondo at 303 - 627-7566 or email
OArredondo@DavisAr t .com

Go to DavisArtSpace.com
DavisArtSpace.com to sign up for a test drive.

2013 Fall Conference
Vendor Line-up
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Continental Clay
Productive Office & School Environments
Adams State University
Skutt Kilns & Potters Wheels
UNC School of Art & Design
Colorado PERA
Square 1 Art
Lesley University
ColArt Americas Inc

FREE
les
son
lesson
plans &
videos!

New Hampshire Institute of Art
Royal & Langnickel Brush
Jack Richeson & Co.
Minneapolis College of Art and Design
The Naja Tool & Supply, Inc.

Let your imagination soar!

Davis Publications
Mayco
Regis University
Meininger Art Supply
Stone Leaf Pottery
Crayola, LLC
School Specialty

www.dickblick.com/lesson-plans/
block-print-koinobori/

Nasco
Blick Art Materials
Rocky Mountain College of Art + Design
Amaco
The Art Shoppe
Community College of Aurora

V e n d o r

Arapahoe Community College

CAEA
Spring Conference

S h o p p i n g

May 17 • Arapahoe Community College

L i s t
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OPPORTUNITY TO EARN SEMESTER CREDIT FROM UNC
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C o n f e r e n c e

E v a l u a t i o n

Professional Development Form

Conference Center

Beaver Run Map

Colorado Art Education Association Fall Conference
Get smART Your Mission: Engage the mind, Expand the ARTs, Infiltrate the Curriculum

November 7th-9th, 2013 • Breckenridge Colorado
• This sheet must be filled out and signed by each presenter with the hours of the class/presentation
in order for you to receive professional development credit for licensure to be submitted to the CDE.
• CDE gives one credit per 15 hours of time.
• It is your responsibility to send this to the Colorado Department of Education to receive credit.
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DATE
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NAME OF THE PRESENTATION/WORKSHOP HOURS

SIGNATURE

From:
The Colorado Art Education Association
www.caeaco.org
Collage
Vanessa Hayes-Quintana
16041 Bluebonnet Drive
Parker, CO 80134

Special Thanks to Bob Turner and Fredric Printing

